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vAbstract
Satellite and in situ observations of ice sheet outlet glaciers around the turn of the 21st
century showed that rapid changes in ice dynamics are possible and important for the
evolution of ice sheets. When attempting to model these dynamic changes the conditions
at the ice-bed interface are crucial. Inverse methods can be used to infer basal proper-
ties, such as the basal yield stress, from abundant surface velocity observations by using
a physical model of ice flow. Inverse methods are very powerful, but they need to be ap-
plied with care, otherwise errors can dominate the solution. In this study we investigate
the potentials and caveats of inverse methods.
Synthetic experiments can be designed where basal conditions are assumed and an ice
flow model is used to produce a set of ‘synthetic’ surface velocities. These can then be used
to examine and evaluate inverse methods. We find that in iterative inverse methods it is
essential to use a stopping criterion that will prevent overfitting the data. We introduce
a new and rapidly-converging iterative inverse method called Incomplete Gauss Newton
method, where the linearized problem is partly minimized in each step.
In a practical application of inverse methods to the terminus region of Jakobshavn Is-
bræ, Greenland we investigate changes in basal conditions over time by performing inver-
sions for different years of available surface velocity data. We find a decrease in basal yield
stress in the lower areas of the glacier that agrees with effective pressure changes due to
the changes in ice geometry. This supports an ocean and terminus driven system.
The difference between the modeled and observed velocity fields, called residual, con-
tains information about the ability to reproduce the velocities when only adjustment of the
basal condition is allowed. With a properly regularized inversion the residual patterns can
be used to investigate sources of error in the system. We find that the ice geometry and
the model simplifications influence the ability to reproduce observed velocity fields more
than the error in observed velocity does. This indicates that further progress must come
from model improvements and improved capabilities to measure bedrock geometry.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Glaciers are fascinating features, shaping landscapes like immense conveyor belts, pro-
viding routes of easy travel, providing water resources in times of little precipitation and
storing about 75% of available freshwater on Earth [IPCC, 2007]. This storage of freshwater
largely affects current, future and past sea-levels in an ever changing climate.
Historically, glaciology textbooks have taught us that glaciers respond to climate change
on time-scales that vary from decades for mountain glaciers to millennia for polar ice
sheets. In other words, it is typically thought that small glaciers undergo rapid changes,
while ice sheets adjust at a leisurely pace [Truffer and Fahnestock, 2007]. Yet, satellite ob-
servations from the beginning of the 21st century show that ice sheets and especially their
outlet glaciers can change much more rapidly than commonly believed. The sudden and
rapid retreat of the floating ice tongue of Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland, and the doubling
in speed of many outlet glaciers in the southern part of Greenland are some of the most
striking examples [Howat et al., 2007]. These rapid changes have potentially worrying im-
plications for the stability of ice sheets in a future climate.
The most dynamic parts of the ice sheet are the outlet glaciers where most of the ice is
not frozen to the bed. Processes at the ice/bed boundary such as sliding or till deformation
largely determine how much ice will be transported into the ocean. Dynamic mass losses
resulting from these processes have been estimated to contribute to sea level at a rate of
0.25mma−1 between 2003 and 2008 which is comparable to the mass loss through surface
melt [Van den Broeke et al., 2011].
Continued improvements in many aspects of ice sheet modeling are necessary to pre-
dict future sea level in a changing climate accurately. The physics of the ice flow in an ice
sheet is well understood compared to the necessary boundary and initial conditions. At
the surface of the ice sheets satellite and direct observations are feasible and widely avail-
able, whereas the base and the interior of the ice can only be observed with great difficulty.
The focus of this study is the basal condition of the ice, a critical boundary condition for
ice sheet models, which is not well known on a large spatial scale. Ice sheet models show
a great sensitivity to this parameter.
Obtaining large-scale direct observations at the base of an ice sheet is inherently diffi-
cult. Conversely, surface velocity observations are widely available from satellite and in
situ observations. This situation where direct observations of one physical property are
2abundant while another physical property is inaccessible for direct observations occurs in
many geophysical settings and is commonly solved through inverse methods. With the
help of inverse methods useful inferences about the world from physical observations can
be obtained. The application of inverse methods requires observations (data) and a phys-
ical model (forward model), which relates the desired parameter to the observations. In
a forward sense, parameters and a physical model give a prediction of what we expect
to measure directly. The inverse problem is to go backwards: given a set of observations
and a physical model we want to find the parameters that give the best match to the ob-
servations. Even fitting a straight line to data is a simple application of inverse methods,
where the slope and the intercept of the line are the parameters that we are solving for and
the linear relationship is the physical model. Fitting a straight line is a well-posed inverse
problem, where a single well-defined solution is possible. In most cases where inverse
methods are applied, the problem is not as simple.
Inverse methods are very powerful when applied carefully, but there are also caveats
and difficulties. The problems generally relate to existence, uniqueness and stability of
solutions. There may be no parameter field that fits the observations exactly, which can
occur, for example, because the forward model is only an approximation. Even if such
exact solutions exist, they may not be unique: There may be other solutions that fit the
data exactly, these solutions might be considerably smoothed or otherwise biased. Finally,
inverse problems can be extremely unstable, in the sense that small changes in measure-
ments can lead to large changes in the estimated parameters. Such inverse problems are
called ill-posed, but a key point is that they can often be stabilized by imposing additional
constraints that bias the solution. This is referred to as regularization [Aster et al., 2005].
With the difficulties mentioned above it is generally not possible to give an exact nu-
merical value for the estimated parameter. Instead it might be possible to give a range of
solutions or to find a weighted average of parameters. It is important to keep these lim-
itations of inverse methods in mind and to avoid thinking of the estimated parameter as
the true solution. Even if the exact parameter cannot be found, valuable information about
the parameter is gained. For example, inverse methods can provide a means to assess the
correctness of a forward model or to discriminate between several possible models [Menke,
2012].
Geophysical inverse methods were introduced to the field of glaciology by MacAyeal
[1992] who used control methods to invert for basal stresses on ice streams from obser-
3vations of surface velocities. Many early applications did not pay particular attention to
the ill-posed nature of the problem and regularization methods were usually not explicitly
mentioned. Examples include the application of the force balance method to finding basal
velocities by Van der Veen and Whillans [1989], which requires large amounts of smooth-
ing to keep solutions from showing unphysical oscillations, as pointed out by Bahr et al.
[1994] and Lliboutry [1995]. Since then, the details of inverse methods have received more
attention and more rigorous methods that include regularization and prevent fitting to
errors in observations or in the model have been applied [e.g. Thorsteinsson et al., 2003;
Truffer, 2004; Raymond and Gudmundsson, 2009]. This thesis investigates the difficulties of
inverse methods, develops new methods and applies them to Jakobshavn Isbræ. We dis-
cuss uncertainties in the inverse solutions explicitly and use additional information from
the inversion to asses sources of errors.
Chapter 2, which is published in the Journal of Glaciology, demonstrates with multi-
ple synthetic experiments the importance of stopping iterative inverse methods before the
model describes noise and errors in the data instead of actual underlying relationships.
We show that the slow convergence of the steepest descent method, which is currently the
most commonly used iterative inverse method in glaciology, can lead to a solution that
does not reach the full potential resolution. A new and rapidly converging iterative in-
verse method called Incomplete Gauss Newton method is introduced. As the lead author
on this paper, I designed and executed the synthetic experiments, analyzed and visualized
and wrote-up the results. D. Maxwell developed the Incomplete Gauss-Newton method,
M. Truffer provided guidance and edited the manuscript.
Chapter 3 is accepted for publication in The Cryosphere and investigates changing basal
conditions during the speed-up of Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland. In this practical appli-
cation of the theoretical findings of Chapter 2 the basal conditions for different years are
inferred. The sensitivity of the inversion results to parameter choices are explored and
a lowering of basal yield stress close to the terminus that is significant compared to the
uncertainties in the inversion is found. The results are compared to commonly used pa-
rameterizations. As the lead author, I obtained and reformatted the necessary data sets,
designed the numerical experiments, analyzed, visualized and wrote-up the results. D.
Maxwell wrote and documented the inverse code. M. Truffer provided guidance and
edited the manuscript.
Chapter 4 will be submitted to Journal of Glaciology and explores the potential of resid-
4ual patterns in inversions of Jakobshavn Isbræ to distinguish between different sources of
error. Synthetic experiments are performed and we find that velocity observation errors
are not sufficient to explain the residual patterns seen in real-data inversions. Ice geome-
try errors and especially errors in model simplifications are capable of reproducing similar
patterns and magnitudes. Synthetic experiments with checkerboard patterns of basal yield
stress show that in the upstream parts of the drainage basin the resolution strength of in-
ferred basal yield stress is very limited. Especially in these areas of low resolution the prior
estimate in an inversion determines, for the most part, the final value of basal yield stress.
As the lead author, I designed and executed the experiments, analyzed, visualized and
wrote-up the results. D. Maxwell assisted in the use of his inverse code, and M. Truffer
provided guidance and edited the manuscript.
These three chapters are all written as manuscripts for publication and the use of vari-
ables is consistent within each manuscript but not necessarily throughout the entire thesis.
In Chapter 2 the basal shear stress, τb, is assumed to be a linear function of velocity com-
ponents (u,v);
τb,x = γu and τb,y = γv, (1.1)
where γ≥ 0 is a scalar function of position, called the basal stickiness, which is the param-
eter that we are inverting for. In Chapters 3 and 4 the basal shear stress is parametrized
through a power law:
τb = τc
||u||q−1
uqthreshold
u, (1.2)
where u is the basal velocity, and the threshold velocity uthreshold is set to 100 ma−1. In
these two chapters, we solve for τc, which has units of stress and is the basal yield stress if
q = 0. Despite setting q = 0.25, we call τc the basal yield stress. The treatment of basal till as
a linearly viscous material, as done in Chapter 2, could be achieved by setting q = 1. In this
case the basal stickiness, used in Chapter 2, and the basal yield stress, used in Chapters 3
and 4, are related through
γ =
τc
uthreshold
. (1.3)
The linear viscous sliding law in Chapter 3 is used because this sliding law is commonly
5used in glaciology and the focus of the work is the iterative inverse method and its regu-
larization. For Jakobshavn Isbræ a sliding law approximating a plastically deforming till
is more justified [Clarke, 2005].
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9Chapter 2
Reconstruction of basal properties in ice sheets using iterative inverse methods1
Abstract
Inverse methods are used to estimate model parameters from observations. Many inverse
problems are ill-posed because they lack stability, meaning it is not possible to find solu-
tions that are stable with respect to small changes in input data. Regularization techniques
are necessary to stabilize the problem. For nonlinear inverse problems iterative inverse
methods can be used as a regularization method. These methods start with an initial esti-
mate of the model parameters, update the parameters to match observation in an iterative
process that adjusts large-scale spatial features first, and use a stopping criterion to pre-
vent the overfitting of data. This criterion determines the smoothness of the solution and
thus the degree of regularization. Here, iterative inverse methods are implemented for
the specific problem of reconstructing basal stickiness of an ice sheet by using the Shal-
low Shelf Approximation as a forward model and synthetically derived surface velocities
as input data. The incomplete Gauss-Newton method is introduced and compared to the
commonly used steepest descent and nonlinear conjugate gradient methods. Two different
stopping criteria, the discrepancy principle and a recent-improvement threshold, are com-
pared. The incomplete Gauss-Newton method is favored because it is rapidly-converging,
and it incorporates the discrepancy principle, which leads to optimally resolved solutions.
2.1 Introduction
Obtaining large-scale direct observations at the base of an ice sheet is inherently diffi-
cult. Conversely, surface velocity observations are widely available from satellite and in
situ measurements. This situation where direct observations of one physical property are
abundant while another physical property is inaccessible for direct observations occurs in
many geophysical settings and is commonly solved through inverse methods. Examples
in the glaciological literature include solutions for perturbations in basal topography and
basal lubrication [Gudmundsson, 2003; Thorsteinsson et al., 2003], ice viscosity [Rommelaere
and MacAyeal, 1997; Arthern and Gudmundsson, 2010], and accumulation rates and patterns
[Waddington et al., 2007; Eisen, 2008; Steen-Larsen et al., 2010]. Here we will concentrate on
1Published as Habermann, M., D. Maxwell, and M. Truffer (2012), Reconstruction of basal properties in
ice sheets using iterative inverse methods, Journal of Glaciology, 58(210), 795–807.
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the reconstruction of basal stickiness through surface velocity observations, but the conclu-
sions are widely applicable, and we begin with a general introduction of inverse methods.
An inverse problem is defined by the search for physical properties that cannot be
directly observed, in a system where observations and an understanding of the physical
system are given. In a forward sense these three parts are related by d = G(m) where d is
a set of observations (data), m is a set of model parameters and G is the well-posed forward
model describing the physics of the system [e.g. Aster et al., 2005]. In order to reconstruct
model parameters m for given data d the forward model G has to be inverted. The process
of solving an inverse problem is often unstable, in that a small change in observations
can lead to a large change in the reconstructed parameters. Such problems are referred
to as ill-posed. A key point is that it is commonly possible to stabilize the inversion by
imposing additional constraints that bias the solution, a process that is generally referred
to as regularization [Aster et al., 2005].
One way to approach the inverse problem is by assessing the agreement between the
observations d and the modeled data G(m) through a misfit functional: J(m) = ‖d−G(m)‖2
(e.g. Eq. 2.7). Then J needs to be rendered sufficiently small to find suitable model param-
eters m. Here ‖ · ‖ denotes a chosen norm in the data space, for example the familiar L2
norm. Observations inherently contain some amount of error, and hence the exact mini-
mizer of J will not correspond to the true model parameters. Moreover, for an unstable
inverse problem it is not desirable to find an exact minimizer of the misfit functional J be-
cause fitting the observations below the level of error in the measurements will lead to dis-
proportionately large unrealistic features in the model parameters, a phenomenon known
as overfitting. Rather, an approximate minimizer should be sought subject to stabilizing
criteria, via regularization.
2.1.1 Regularization
There are a number of forms of regularization; we describe several here to place our spe-
cific method in context. One method of imposing stabilizing constraints is to introduce
a cost functional that contains a regularizing term. In Tikhonov regularization this is done
by defining the cost functional
I(m,α) = αJ(m) + |||m|||2, (2.1)
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where α is a regularization parameter that determines how much weight should be given
to J [e.g. Aster et al., 2005, ch. 5]. The second term involves a norm ||| · ||| in parameter space
and it regularizes the problem by giving preference to a particular solution with desirable
properties. The L2 norm, for example, would select a small solution. It might be more
desirable to introduce other norms that measure the level of roughness in order to select
for smooth solutions [e.g. Truffer, 2004]. Non-trivial choices are necessary when choosing
a value for α. Note that minimization of I with a free regularization parameter α would
lead to ∂I∂α = 0 = J (if that solution exists), which is not desirable. The only control on the
size of J in Tikhonov regularization is through the choice of α.
A more natural approach is to incorporate the tolerance T in the cost function
I(m,α) = α|J(m)−T2|+ |||m|||2. (2.2)
This can be thought of as a minimization of |||m||| under the condition J = T2 and α is then
a Lagrange multiplier familiar from many optimization problems. The tolerance in the
cost function prevents overfitting and the value for α is part of the solution [Parker, 1994,
ch. 3.02]. The value of T is chosen based on a-priori estimates of measurement and model
error.
For linear or linearized inverse problems the latter method is the method of choice and
I(m,α) can be minimized through a direct solve [Truffer, 2004] or through singular value
decomposition [De Paoli and Flowers, 2009]. For nonlinear inverse problems direct meth-
ods are impractical. Instead, the problem can be approached by iteratively minimizing J
without an added smoothness term:
I(m) = J(m). (2.3)
Calculating J(m) requires that the forward model be solved, and this definition of the misfit
functional is equivalent to the one introduced by MacAyeal [1993] in Eq. 7 (or Joughin et al.
[2004], Eq. 18) where the misfit is calculated by enforcing the model physics as a constraint
(with Lagrange multipliers). If the forward problem, such as the one considered here, has
a diffusive character, then iterative methods for minimizing J will tend to correct large
scale features first. Generally iterative inverse methods start with an initial estimate for
the model parameter and subsequently correct the initial estimate in each iteration. The
simplest way to regularize these iterative inverse methods is to terminate the iterations
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when the misfit functional J reaches the predefined tolerance T2, this stopping criterion is
called the discrepancy principle and was first suggested by Morozov [1966]. The final re-
sult of using the discrepancy principle as a stopping criterion in iterative inverse methods
is a smooth perturbation of the initial estimate that produces modeled data, G(m), con-
sistent with the error in the observations. Small-scale features are only added if they are
justified by the observations. We refer to this as a ‘principled’ stopping criterion. The sec-
ond stopping criterion addressed here, the recent-improvement threshold, is introduced
below. It is not a principled stopping criterion in the sense that it depends solely on the
solution algorithm and is not informed by the amount of observational error.
A different approach to solving inverse problems treats the forward model as some-
thing that operates on probability distribution. This is known as the Bayesian approach
and has been used in glaciology by, e.g., Raymond [2007]. Data are represented as distri-
butions (Gaussian in the case of random and independent errors). The Bayesian approach
allows the use of a-priori assumptions about the model parameter distribution. It is partic-
ularly useful if multimodal distributions are possible. In the case of Gaussian distributions,
the Bayesian solution is identical to using an L2 norm in one of the above inverse methods
[Aster et al., 2005, ch. 11.2].
All regularization methods lead to a solution where additional information was added
to the system in order to choose a preferred solution. This a-priori information can be the
choice of a-priori distributions in Bayesian methods or the choice of norms in other meth-
ods. In this work we use iterative methods where I(m) = J(m) is reduced until a stopping
criterion is reached. We will show that the a-priori information in this case is the choice
of initial estimate, and the choice of the iteration method, which also involves a choice of
norms. Together with the stopping criterion this provides an implicit way of regularizing
the problem.
2.1.2 Previous work
MacAyeal [1992] introduced iterative inverse methods to glaciology. He described the basal
stickiness using basis functions whose resolution was restricted to four times the ice thick-
ness and consequently regularized the inversion. The misfit functional was then mini-
mized with the steepest descent method. In later work [MacAyeal et al., 1995; Vieli and
Payne, 2003; Vieli et al., 2006] the tolerance was calculated but the misfit functional was
completely minimized with a conjugate gradient method. Multiple sensitivity tests were
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performed where the solution of an inversion was only accepted if the found minimum of
the misfit functional was below the tolerance. This means that every accepted solution is
a solution where a certain degree of overfitting occurred. The majority of past studies used
a misfit functional without any regularization and a steepest descent method where the
misfit functional was minimized until the change in its value in the past few iterations fell
below a certain threshold [Rommelaere and MacAyeal, 1997; Joughin et al., 2001, 2004; Larour,
2005; Joughin et al., 2006; Khazendar et al., 2007; Sergienko et al., 2008]. We call this type
of stopping criterion the recent-improvement threshold. More recently Morlighem et al.
[2010] used Tikhonov regularization and the minimization was performed with a conju-
gate gradient method. Maxwell et al. [2008] introduced an accelerated Kozlov-Maz’ya iter-
ation where two alternating well-posed forward problems with different boundary condi-
tions are solved. They employed a stopping criterion similar to the discrepancy principle.
Arthern and Gudmundsson [2010] viewed the problem as an ‘inverse Robin problem’, also
solved two well-posed forward problem iteratively and used the same stopping criterion
as Maxwell et al. [2008].
The current literature on iterative inverse methods that solve for the basal stickiness
is dominated by two minimization methods: steepest descent and the nonlinear conju-
gate gradient method. In some studies smoothness assumptions about the solution have
been incorporated. However, the majority of past studies did not apply or discuss regular-
ization. Without a smoothness term in the cost functional or a principled stopping crite-
rion, two undesirable outcomes are possible. In the first case, the slowness of the iterative
method can lead to a premature termination and therefore the solution does not exhibit the
full resolution that would be possible given the errors in the observations (underfitting).
This is especially relevant for the very slowly converging steepest descent method. In the
second case, the iterations are continued into a regime where overfitting occurs.
2.1.3 Outline
We use different combinations of iterative methods and stopping criteria on two synthetic
data sets, a simple rectangular ice stream and a more realistic funnel-shaped ice stream.
The three different minimization methods are: the steepest descent method, the nonlin-
ear conjugate gradient method and the incomplete Gauss-Newton method. The latter
uses quadratic approximations of the misfit functional, which are minimized with the
discrepancy principle. To our knowledge this iterative method is new to the field of in-
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verse problems, not just to glaciology. We show that it leads to significantly faster conver-
gence than either steepest descent or the conjugate gradient method. We implement these
methods with two different stopping criteria: the discrepancy principle and the recent-
improvement threshold.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Forward model
The forward model explored in this work is the Shallow Shelf Approximation (SSA), which
was introduced by MacAyeal [1989] and approximates large-scale flow of a weak-bedded
ice stream or a floating ice shelf. It is a vertically integrated approximation of the full
Stokes equations derived by small parameter arguments, and is given by
∂
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where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates defining the horizontal plane, u and v are the
x and y components of velocity, ρice is the density of ice, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
zs is the surface elevation, H is the ice thickness, τb,x and τb,y are the components of the
basal shear stress in the x and y directions, and ν is the effective viscosity given by
ν =
B
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1
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defines an effective strain rate D. Here B is the depth-averaged flow rate factor and n is the
flow law exponent, set to n = 3. The small term ε2ν is introduced to linearize the flow law
for low stresses (εν = 1×10−40 s−1). We use the finite element method and Picard iteration
(i.e. computing solutions of the SSA with a viscosity determined by the previous iteration)
to find numerical solutions of the forward model.
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The basal shear stress is assumed to be a linear function of velocity;
τb,x = γu and τb,y = γv, (2.6)
where γ≥ 0 is a scalar function of position, called the basal stickiness. One physical model
for such a linear relationship is a linearly-viscous till layer underneath the ice. A continu-
ous spectrum of bed models from linear viscous to perfectly plastic is implemented in our
algorithm, but only the viscous bed model is presented here. We solve for
√γ to enforce
the positivity of γ.
This model - as well as all algorithms below - were implemented with Python, and
FEniCS/DOLFIN [Logg and Wells, 2010] was used as the finite element library.
2.2.2 The inverse problem
The inverse problem seeks to find the basal stickiness γ (the model m) by solving equations
2.4 given the velocity components u and v (data d). For the purposes of this paper all other
model parameters are assumed to be well known.
The ill-posedness of the inverse problem derives from the viscous nature of ice flow,
which implies a smoothing property: high frequency oscillations of bed stickiness are not
expressed at the surface. The SSA retains this property of ice flow. For illustration, we
calculate the flow through a cross-section of an ice slab of uniform thickness inclined at
a constant slope and with a smoothly varying basal stickiness, solved with the 1D SSA
(Fig. 2.1). This is then compared to the solution of the same problem with a high fre-
quency component added to the basal stickiness (black curve in Fig. 2.1). The two velocity
responses are indistinguishable. This damping effect increases with the frequency of the
oscillations, and illustrates the ill-posedness of the inverse problem: when basal sticki-
ness is reconstructed from surface velocities, the damping becomes magnification, and the
magnification is unbounded as the frequency increases.
2.2.3 Iterative inverse methods
The modeled surface-velocity field is calculated using the SSA given a basal stickiness
function (umod(γ)). This model velocity field can be compared with the observed surface
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Figure 2.1. Smoothing property of viscous ice flow. Velocity solutions (a) to smooth (red)
and highly variable (black) basal stickiness (b). The velocity solutions are indistinguish-
able. All plots have been non-dimensionalized.
velocities, uobs, and we define the misfit functional
J(γ) =
1
2
∫
Ω
∣∣∣uobs−umod(γ)∣∣∣2 dΩ, (2.7)
where Ω is the area of the computational domain.
Reconstructing basal stickiness is a nonlinear inverse problem where iterative inverse
methods are most suitable. Any of the iterative methods applied in this study determine
a sequence γk of candidate minimizers of J, starting with an initial estimate γinit. At iter-
ation k, a search direction δγk is determined, and subsequently an inexact line-search is
performed to find a scalar αk > 0 such that J(γk +αk δγk) is approximately minimized. Hav-
ing found the approximate minimizer in this direction, the candidate solution for the next
iteration is updated
γk+1 = γk +αk δγk (2.8)
and the algorithm is repeated, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Iterative methods differ in how the search directions are selected. We use three iterative
methods: steepest descent method, nonlinear conjugate gradient method and incomplete
Gauss-Newton method.
For well-posed minimization problems iterations continue until γk is deemed suffi-
ciently close to the true minimizer. For an ill-posed problem this is not a good strategy: the
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γinit γk umodk
≤misfit stoppingcriterion
uobs
γmod
SSA
adjust
kth iteration
Figure 2.2. Schematic of iterative inverse method, where the forward model is the Shallow
Shelf Approximation (SSA). For the iterative step (“adjust”) we use three different iterative
methods. The initial estimate of the basal stickiness is γinit, γk is the basal stickiness in the kth
iteration, umodk is the modeled surface velocity in the k
th iteration and uobs are the observed
data. The misfit is calculated between umodk and u
obs, when the stopping criterion is met
γmod is the final modeled basal stickiness.
true minimizer (if it exists) will be severely contaminated by error. The iterations must be
terminated early, and we discuss two methods for doing this. One of these, the discrepancy
principle, is a core ingredient of the incomplete Gauss-Newton method (Eq. 2.21).
2.2.4 Stopping criteria
All three iterative methods used tend to correct large-scale features first. Intuitively this
happens because large-scale features are less damped in the forward problem and there-
fore more readily transferred to the surface. The mathematical explanation is that all three
methods use the gradient of J to generate new search directions. As shown in the Ap-
pendix this gradient is computed using an elliptic, and therefore smoothing, partial differ-
ential equation. The choice of when to stop the iteration influences the scale of features that
appear in the solution. We performed experiments using the discrepancy principle, which
is widely used in the inverse-problems community, as well as the recent-improvement
threshold, commonly used in the glaciology community.
Discrepancy principle
The discrepancy principle stops the iterations when the desired tolerance T is reached,
J(γ)≤ λ2T2. (2.9)
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Here λ > 1 is needed for formal proofs of convergence; we used λ = 1.05 in most experi-
ments. The tolerance is set to the expected value of all accumulated errors. If we assume
a Gaussian distribution for the random uncorrelated observation errors we arrive at an
expected value of
T =
√
2 σobs Γ
(N+1
2
)
Γ
(N
2
) (2.10)
where σobs is the standard deviation of the distribution, N is the number of observations.
For a derivation of this expression and a definition of the Γ function see Parker [1994],
p.123. For large N the expression above can be approximated by
T = σobs
√
N. (2.11)
The continuous version of this tolerance is T = σobs
√|Ω| where |Ω| is the area of the com-
putational domain. In any case the standard deviation σobs is a necessary algorithm input,
here given in units of ma−1.
By stopping when the tolerance is first reached, we obtain a minimally-featured cor-
rection to the initial estimate that is consistent with surface measurements. Continuing
iterations beyond this point leads to the introduction of finer scale features that are not
supported by the quality of the observations, and thus leads to overfitting. In real world
applications errors in observations are not the sole contributors to uncertainties. Model
simplifications and the model parameter uncertainties that are part of the forward model
also need to be included. This will be addressed in the discussion.
Recent-improvement threshold
Iterations are halted when the improvement in misfit functional falls below a certain thresh-
old4:
J(γk+K)− J(γk)≤4 (2.12)
where K is a fixed delay index.
This recent-improvement threshold stopping criterion is commonly used in the glaciol-
ogy community, but values for 4 and K are generally not reported or discussed in the lit-
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erature. For the present study we used K = 10 as used in Joughin et al. [2004] (Joughin, pers.
comm., Dec. 2010).
How this stopping criterion relates to errors in observations or models is not known,
and there is no guarantee that the last iteration will not result in a significantly larger
or smaller discrepancy than the tolerance expected from the data. Therefore, we do not
recommend the recent-improvement threshold as a stopping criterion and are merely as-
sessing it here because of its past use in the literature.
2.2.5 Choice of search directions
The three methods we used for finding a search direction all make use of the gradient of
J. The definition of the gradient depends on a choice of scalar product on the space of
basal stickiness functions, and we used the familiar L2 scalar product. With this choice, the
gradient ∇J(γ) is the unique function such that for any search direction, δγ,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
J(γ+ tδγ) =
∫
Ω
(∇J(γ)) · (δγ) dΩ. (2.13)
In the case of the SSA, the computation of ∇J(γ) can be done by solving an adjoint partial
differential equation that is similar to the SSA itself. Unlike most previous studies, we use
the complete adjoint for the SSA (see Appendix).
Steepest descent
The most intuitive search direction is the direction of steepest descent, which leads to the
rule
δγk =−∇J(γk). (2.14)
This method turns out to be inefficient for ill-posed problems, but these inefficiencies can
sometimes be tolerable with respect to the specific problem being solved and the available
computing resources.
Nonlinear conjugate gradient method
The inefficiencies of steepest descent (for linear least-squares problems) were addressed
by Hestenes and Stiefel [1952] with the conjugate gradient method (see also Shewchuck, J.R.
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(1994), An introduction to the conjugate gradient method without the agonizing pain, un-
published). In it, the search directions are modified from the directions of steepest descent to
take into account the directions previously searched (Fig. 2.3). When augmented with the
discrepancy principle, the linear conjugate gradient method is a standard tool for solving
linear ill-posed problems [Hanke, 1995].
The conjugate gradient method can be generalized to nonlinear least squares problems,
although it is less well understood in this case. There is more than one generalization, and
we use the Polak-Ribie`re rule [Press, 2007, p.518] for finding search directions. We first
compute a scalar
βk =
∫
Ω(∇J(γk)−∇J(γk−1))∇J(γk) dΩ∫
Ω(∇J(γk))2 dΩ
(2.15)
and then a search direction
δγk =−∇J(γk) +βk δγk−1. (2.16)
The amount of additional coding required for the nonlinear conjugate gradient method,
compared to the method of steepest descent, is negligible.
Incomplete Gauss-Newton
The Gauss-Newton method is a standard tool for minimizing nonlinear least squares prob-
lems [Bjo¨rck, 1996]. We describe here a modification, which we are are calling the incom-
plete Gauss-Newton (IGN) method that can be applied to solving ill-posed problems.
Let F be the map from basal stickiness γ to modeled velocities umod(γ). The misfit
functional can then be written as
J(γ) =
1
2
∫
Ω
|uobs−F (γ)|2 dΩ. (2.17)
Let F ′γ denote the linearization of F at γ, so
F (γ+δγ)≈ F (γ) +F ′γ (δγ) (2.18)
for small variations δγ. The computation of F ′γ involves solving a PDE, as described in
the Appendix. In the Gauss-Newton method, at iteration k we work with the linearized
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functional
Jlin(δγ) =
∫
Ω
|uobs−F (γk)−F ′γ (δγ))|2 dΩ, (2.19)
which is a linear least-squares problem and is an approximation of the original nonlinear
least-squares problem. The minimizer δγk of Jlin is then used as a search direction.
For an ill-posed problem, however, the linearized misfit functional Jlin is also ill-posed
and cannot be minimized completely. Therefore, for the “incomplete” Gauss-Newton
method we use the linear conjugate gradient algorithm, with the discrepancy principle
stopping criterion, to find regularized minimizers of Jlin. Since Jlin is only an approxima-
tion of J, there is no need to minimize it all the way to the tolerance for the full problem (T
in Eq. 2.11). Instead, we remove only a fraction of the remaining discrepancy. In particular,
let Tk be the discrepancy of the full problem at iteration k, so∫
Ω
|uobs−F (γk)|2 dΩ = T2k . (2.20)
In most cases, the discrepancy for Jlin is set to
Tlin =
1
2
(Tk + T) , (2.21)
so that half of the remaining discrepancy is removed when minimizing Jlin.2 The approxi-
mate minimizer δγ of Jlin found using the conjugate gradient method with the discrepancy
principle is then used as the search direction:
δγk = (approximate minimizer of Jlin). (2.22)
2.2.6 Illustration of steepest descent
Descriptively, the ill-posedness of a problem can be associated with the existence of small
singular values, and this ultimately leads to greatly stretched contours of the misfit func-
tional [Trefethen and Bau, 1997, Lecture 4]. We illustrate this by considering the projection
of the misfit functional onto a two parameter space (Figure 2.3).
The tolerance, which is determined by observational errors, defines a contour along
2In practice the fraction of discrepancy to be removed is managed based on the success of the previous
iteration. The IGN algorithm will be described in the mathematics literature (Maxwell, in prep.).
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T2
Figure 2.3. Projection of a misfit functional J onto a two dimensional parameter space. The
bold contour indicates the tolerance T2 and every parameter combination along this con-
tour is an equally viable solution to the inverse problem. Parameter combinations inside
the tolerance are overfitting the data and parameter combinations outside the tolerance are
underfitting the data. Minimization paths of the steepest descent (solid line) and nonlinear
conjugate gradient (dashed line) methods are displayed. Incomplete Gauss-Newton (IGN)
is not easily illustrated as a 2-dimensional projection and therefore not shown here.
which all possible model parameter solutions lie. The figure also illustrates that the se-
lected solution of the minimization depends on the initial estimate, the tolerance and the
path taken. Reduced observational errors result in a smaller tolerance, and therefore less
dependence on the initial estimate. The steepest descent (SD) method performs poorly in
situations where the misfit functional is greatly stretched along some dimensions, due to
the inefficient ‘zig-zag’ path. In higher dimensional parameter spaces SD performs more
poorly than indicated in Figure 2.3, and might not reach the tolerance at all.
2.2.7 Synthetic ice stream examples
In synthetic data examples the quality of the reconstruction can be evaluated by comparing
the ‘true’ basal stickiness with the modeled basal stickiness through the following proce-
dure:
1. assume a basal stickiness distribution, γtrue;
2. calculate the corresponding surface velocity, utrue (Eq. 2.4);
3. add Gaussian noise to simulate the random error in surface velocity observations,
uobs;
4. use uobs in the iterative inverse method to obtain γmod.
As a first simple example we define an idealized rectangular ice stream of 80km ×
160km. We use a 60 × 120 rectangular mesh, a Gaussian bump was used for γ with the
center at x0 = 60km , y0 = 110km , a minimum value of 5×10−2 kPam−1 a, a maximum value
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of 0.5kPam−1 a and a standard deviation of 7× 103 m for the x and y direction. The flow
parameter was set to B = 700a1/3 kPa, velocity boundary conditions of zero were used on
all boundaries except for the lower boundary, where a stress-free boundary was applied.
The ice thickness decreases linearly from 1220m at the upstream boundary to 900m at the
lower boundary. Figure 2.4 shows the true basal stickiness, γtrueb , and the resulting true
surface velocity, utrue.
γtrue
0
0.55
kPam−1 a
utrue
0
275
ma−1
Figure 2.4. Map view of γtrue and utrue for rectangular ice stream example. Values shown
are magnitudes. Dimensions: 80km × 160km. Mesh: 60 × 120. Ice flows from top to
bottom.
To illustrate how the choice of iterative method and stopping criterion can affect the
conclusions of an experiment we recreated a synthetic ice stream example from Joughin
et al. [2004]. They tested sensitivity to initial estimates by considering a funnel-shaped ice
stream with different sets of γinit. They did not add any random noise to the simulated
surface velocities (uobs = utrue), but they re-gridded the data sets for use in the inversion,
which introduced minor sampling differences. To imitate this effect, we used the synthetic
ice stream geometry and γtrue with 0.45 times the grid points of Joughin et al. [2004], then
interpolated these values to the full grid and used our forward model to obtain utrue. The
uobs were obtained from the forward model on the full grid synthetic data set. In this man-
ner we achieved a slightly noisy set of simulated surface velocities with a mean difference
between uobs and utrue of 0.8ma−1. The flow parameter was set to B = 450a1/3 kPa.
2.2.8 Evaluation of results
The synthetic data sets allow a direct comparison of the final modeled basal stickiness
function with the γtrue used to calculate uobs. To quantify the success of the inversion we
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compute the mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, of the difference γtrue− γmod. We use µ to
assess biases in the inversion and σ to evaluate the overall quality of the reconstruction.
Also included is the cross-correlation coefficient, ρ, between γmod and γtrue to evaluate how
well the spatial structure is reproduced.
2.3 Results
We present results from the inversion of the rectangular ice stream and the funnel-shaped
ice stream with three different iterative methods: steepest descent (SD), nonlinear conju-
gate gradient (NLCG) and incomplete Gauss-Newton (IGN). For SD and NLCG two dif-
ferent stopping criteria were used (the discrepancy principle and the recent-improvement
threshold). For IGN only the discrepancy principle was used as a stopping criterion, be-
cause the discrepancy principle is necessary for finding regularized minimizers of the
linearized misfit functional (Eq. 2.21). All examples with the rectangular ice stream use
a constant basal stickiness as the initial estimate. All given misfit and tolerance values are
normalized by the domain area and have units of ma−1:
Jnorm =
√
J
|Ω| , T
norm =
T√|Ω| . (2.23)
2.3.1 Convergence rates
Each iteration includes a line-search, and each line-search involves at least one, and some-
times several, forward-model calculations. Figure 2.5a shows the relative performance of
SD, NLCG, and IGN in solving a particular inverse problem. For each iterative method, the
outermost iteration is dominated by the line-search where nonlinear problems are solved,
so this is a good proxy for speed. IGN is consistently faster than NLCG and SD, but the
ratio of the convergence rates depends on the problem setup and the grid spacing. The
reconstructed basal stickiness when using the discrepancy principle stopping criterion is
virtually independent of the method of finding a search direction (Tab. 2.1). A constant
initial estimate of basal stickiness and 1% error in the simulated surface velocities were
used.
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Figure 2.5. Convergence rates and results for discrepancy principle. (a) Convergence rates
with the discrepancy principle and the rectangular ice stream for the three iterative meth-
ods. Each marker depicts a completed line-search and the dashed line shows the nor-
malized tolerance Tnorm. The algorithm stops when λTnorm is reached. (b) Map view of
γtrue− γmod for the three methods, see Figure 2.4 for utrue and γtrue. Green colors are areas
where the inversion solution matches the ‘true’ basal stickiness well.
2.3.2 Stopping criteria
Using the discrepancy principle for all three iterative methods yields minimal differences
in basal stickiness solutions, as Figure 2.5b shows. Green colors in the difference plots
show areas where the inversion solution matches the ‘true’ basal stickiness well. Even
though the figure might suggest that the IGN solution is superior to the other two solu-
tions, inspection of the statistics in Table 2.1 shows that the IGN solution obtains a marginally
better fit at the expense of a slightly worse correlation coefficient.
The recent-improvement threshold stopping criterion was directly implemented in SD
and NLCG, and the results for an arbitrarily chosen threshold value of 4 = 1ma−1 are
shown in Figure 2.6. The solution for SD does not reach the full possible resolution whereas
NLCG coincidentally stops at the same normalized misfit value as in Figure 2.5.
The IGN algorithm is intrinsically joined to the idea of a discrepancy principle. There-
fore, the recent-improvement threshold stopping criterion could not be implemented in
the algorithm. But when iterations are continued past the actual tolerance Tnorm0 (by set-
ting Tnorm = 0.92Tnorm0 ) a clear slow down of the convergence can be observed and the
resulting basal stickiness is overfitted (Fig. 2.6). The lower correlation coefficient (ρ = 0.89)
reflects the small-scale features that are not present in the ‘true’ solution (Tab. 2.2).
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Table 2.1. Evaluation of results using the discrepancy principle (Tnorm = 2.8ma−1) with
three different iterative methods. The mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, of γtrue− γmod
are given in (kPam−1 a). The correlation coefficient between γtrue and γmod is denoted by
ρ. The misfit values, Jnorm, are normalized by the domain area (Eq. 2.23) and have units of
ma−1.
SD NLCG IGN
µ −8.3×10−4 −9.7×10−4 −9.0×10−4
σ 0.014 0.013 0.010
ρ 0.98 0.98 0.97
Jnorm 2.9 2.9 2.8
No. line-searches 113 24 7
Table 2.2. Evaluation of results using the recent-improvement threshold (4 = 1ma−1) for
SD and NLCG (see Fig. 2.6). For comparison the IGN method was continued past the
discrepancy principle tolerance (Tnorm = 2.8ma−1) until a visible slow down was reached.
See Table 2.1 for description of variables.
SD NLCG IGN
µ −9.4×10−4 −8.8×10−4 −1.5×10−3
σ 0.029 0.012 0.026
ρ 1.00 0.98 0.89
Jnorm 4.7 2.9 2.7
No. line-searches 31 31 15
2.3.3 Fitting to known error
To assess the influence of error on the basal stickiness reconstruction, we performed inver-
sions on the rectangular ice stream where the standard deviation of the added Gaussian
noise is 1%, 5% and 15% of the maximum value of utrue. The standard deviation of the
added random error determines the value of the tolerance used (Eq. 2.11). Increased er-
ror in the simulated surface velocities leads to less capability of the model to resolve the
irregularity in the velocity due to the Gaussian bump in basal stickiness (Fig. 2.7 and Table
2.3).
2.3.4 Symptoms of overfitting
To demonstrate how the data may be overfit we performed a series of experiments where
the discrepancy principle was used as a stopping criterion. Instead of using the actual
normalized tolerance Tnorm0 , we only used a fraction θ of the tolerance. This leads to a tol-
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Figure 2.6. Convergence rates and results for recent-improvement threshold. (a) Conver-
gence rate for SD and NLCG with the recent-improvement threshold (4 = 1ma−1). For
comparison the IGN method was continued past the discrepancy principle tolerance by
setting Tnorm = 0.92Tnorm0 . T
norm
0 is shown as a dashed line for reference. (b) Differences
between the true and the modeled basal stickiness for SD, NLCG and IGN. See Table 2.2
for an evaluation of these results. Constant initial estimate of basal stickiness and 1% error
in the simulated surface velocities.
Table 2.3. Evaluation of results using 1%, 5% and 15% added error in the simulated surface
velocities (see Fig. 2.7). See Table 2.1 for description of variables.
Added error (%) , Tnorm (ma−1)
1 , 2.8 5 , 13.8 15 , 41.3
µ −8.6×10−6 −1.5×10−5 −2.3×10−5
σ 1.0×10−4 2.9×10−4 4.2×10−4
ρ 0.98 0.87 0.62
Jnorm 2.8 14.2 42.8
No. line-searches 8 5 3
erance Tnorm = θTnorm0 where 0≤ θ≤ 1. Therefore the iterations continue until that fraction
of the error is matched in the modeled velocities; the values used are: θ = 0.96,0.94,0.93.
In the last column of Figure 2.8 the error in the simulated surface velocities is clearly
visible in the modeled velocity and the resulting basal stickiness contains very unrealistic
features. See Table 2.4 for an evaluation of the results.
2.3.5 Dependence on initial estimates
We examined the sensitivity to different initial estimates by repeating synthetic inversions
following Joughin et al. [2004]. Four different initial estimates are used: γtrue (‘truth’), γtrue
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Figure 2.7. Symptoms of error in the simulated surface velocities on the resolving power
of the inversion. Map view of the rectangular ice stream that flows from top to bottom.
We used the IGN method and a constant initial estimate of basal stickiness. Each column
shows the observed velocities (a), the modeled velocities (b) and the differences between
the true and the modeled basal stickiness (c) for that particular run. The standard deviation
of the added Gaussian noise is 1%, 5% and 15% of the maximum value of utrue.
with added noise that has a minimum wavelength of 10km (‘noisy’), γ corresponding
to 50% of the driving stress (‘1/2 driving’) and a constant γ (‘constant’) as shown in Fig-
ure 2.9a. To recreate the previous results we inverted for the basal stickiness with the SD
method and a recent-improvement threshold of 10ma−1 over 10 iterations. This arbitrary
value for the threshold gave results that resembled the original work by Joughin et al. [2004].
Figure 2.9b shows the resulting basal shear stress difference for the SD run that is com-
parable to Figure 3 in Joughin et al. [2004]. Joughin et al. [2004] report a value of ρ = 0.99
for the ‘truth’ example, but their figure shows discrepancies between the resulting basal
shear stress and the ‘true’ value along the edges of the ice stream, which is also reflected
in the high reported normalized misfit value of Jnorm = 3ma−1. Our SD ‘truth’ run ex-
hibits better correspondence between the modeled and true basal shear stress: ρ = 1 and
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Figure 2.8. Symptoms of overfitting the data. Map view of the rectangular ice stream that
flows from top to bottom. We used the IGN method and a constant initial estimate of basal
stickiness. Each column shows the observed velocities (a), the modeled velocities (b) and
the differences between the true and the modeled basal stickiness (c) for that particular
run. Values of θ = 0.96,0.94,0.93 were used when setting the normalized tolerance Tnorm =
θTnorm0 . All three runs have 10% error in the simulated surface velocities.
Jnorm = 1.1ma−1 (Tab. 2.5). These improved results are possibly due to the sampling dif-
ferences mentioned in the methods section and to our use of the complete adjoint for the
SSA equations.
We also used the IGN method with the discrepancy principle (Tnorm = 1ma−1 with
λ = 1.1) as a stopping criterion on the same synthetic data set as above. This leads to the
basal shear stress differences depicted in Figure 2.9c. The tolerance value Tnorm = 1ma−1
was chosen as a conservative estimate of standard deviation for the set of simulated surface
velocities with a mean difference between uobs and utrue of 0.8ma−1 (see methods).
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Table 2.4. Evaluation of results using three different amounts of overfitting (see Fig. 2.8).
The actual normalized tolerance for the 10% error in the simulated surface velocities that
was used in this example is: Tnorm0 = 27.5. See Table 2.1 for description of variables.
θ used in Tnorm = θTnorm0
0.96 0.94 0.93
µ −8.0×10−6 −2.3×10−5 −3.0×10−4
σ 2.3×10−4 3.2×10−4 3.9×10−3
ρ 0.91 0.84 0.15
Jnorm 27.5 27.3 26.8
No. line-searches 4 6 39
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Convergence rates and stopping criteria
The higher efficiency of IGN (Figure 2.5) makes it suitable for use with higher order for-
ward models and in larger domains. However, this higher convergence rate also makes it
more important to choose the tolerance in the discrepancy principle correctly, because we
reach the regime of overfitting faster.
The iterative solution of an inverse problem is predicated on three choices: an initial
estimate, an iterative method, and a stopping criterion. The experiments in Fig. 2.5 all use
the same initial estimate and tolerance, and the three methods are all based on a varia-
tion of the steepest descent method. It should, therefore, not be surprising to obtain near
Table 2.5. Evaluation of results using four different initial estimates of basal shear stress
and two different iterative methods: recent-improvement threshold (4 = 10ma−1) for SD
and discrepancy principle (Tnorm = 1ma−1 with λ = 1.1) for IGN (see Fig. 2.9). See Table
2.1 for description of variables. The variables µ, σ and ρ are calculated only over the fast
moving parts of the ice stream (area moving faster than 300ma−1), whereas Jnorm covers
the entire domain.
‘truth’ ‘noisy’ ‘1/2 driving’ ‘constant’
SD IGN SD IGN SD IGN SD IGN
µ 0.060 0.010 0.243 -0.143 -0.407 -0.062 -0.345 -0.065
σ 0.17 0.07 5.94 3.07 2.71 1.43 3.20 1.50
ρ 1.00 1.00 0.66 0.90 0.92 0.98 0.88 0.97
Jnorm 1.1 0.8 19.4 1.1 14.5 1.0 15.0 1.1
No. line-searches 11 2 31 15 21 10 21 14
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Figure 2.9. Synthetic tests with different initial estimates reproduced from Joughin et al.
[2004]. Ice flows from top to bottom. (a) Different initial estimates of basal shear stress:
‘truth’, with added noise (‘noisy’), 50% of the driving stress (‘1/2 driving’) and a constant
τb (‘constant’). (b) Difference between true and modeled basal shear stress for SD method
with a recent-improvement threshold of 10ma−1 in the past 10 iterations. (c) Difference
between true and modeled basal shear stress for IGN method with a normalized tolerance
of Tnorm = 1ma−1 with λ = 1.1.
identical solutions (Tab. 2.1). The primary difference between the methods is the rate of
convergence and thus the efficiency of the algorithm.
However, with uninformed stopping criteria, such as the recent-improvement thresh-
old, the basal stickiness solutions for the different methods can show different features for
the same threshold (Fig. 2.6). The amount of observation error is not used by the algorithm,
instead it is stopped when it slows down. This occurs at different times for the different
methods, and consequently, the solutions can range from underfitting to overfitting (Tab.
2.2).
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For larger and more complex systems the SD method will need a large number of itera-
tions to reach the tolerance in the discrepancy principle and may not be a practical method
to use. A probable reason for the popularity of the SD is that its convergence rate is slow
enough that it does not reach the regime of overfitting. This can be an advantage because
then the choice of stopping criterion is not crucial. On the other hand it likely lead to
underfitted solutions.
2.4.2 Fitting to known error
When using the discrepancy principle as the stopping criterion the iterations stop before
the model attempts to fit errors in the data. Large errors in observations lead to a large
tolerance T, which results in a smaller number of line-searches (Tab. 2.3). Consequently,
the algorithm only makes large-scale adjustments to the initial estimate of basal stickiness,
and the resulting basal stickiness has a smooth appearance as long as the initial estimate
itself was smooth (Fig. 2.7). The quality of the reconstruction decreases as the observation
error increases (Tab. 2.3 and Fig. 2.7); however, this decreased quality does not manifest
itself in a noisier appearance of the solution. With larger error in the observations we
expect lower resolution in the solution, without any over- or underfitting.
2.4.3 Symptoms of overfitting
Fitting observation errors in the velocities means that we are trying to generate small-scale
abrupt features at the surface by modifying the basal stickiness. The damping properties
of the SSA lead to a magnification of these abrupt changes in the basal stickiness. This
overfitting can be seen in the last column of Figure 2.8. Even though the SSA has the ten-
dency to dampen and smooth jumps in basal stickiness, it is possible — at least in the
simple rectangular ice stream used here — to fit a certain amount of observation error in
the modeled surface velocities (Fig. 2.8b, last column). The positivity of the basal sticki-
ness adds some constraint to the reconstruction but there is no other bound on the basal
stickiness, so the features can get unrealistically large in order to fit the given velocities at
the surface. Increased overfitting requires a sharp increase in the number of line-searches
necessary to produce the unrealistically large features in basal stickiness. The smoothing
properties of the SSA make it difficult to fit observation errors, especially with the added
constraint of positive basal stickiness. This lead to the small range of chosen θ values for
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the overffitting experiment (θ = 0.96,0.94,0.93).
2.4.4 Dependence on initial estimates
Joughin et al. [2004] found that their inversion results depended on their initial estimates,
even in synthetic examples with negligible error. We suspect that this dependence on initial
estimates is due to the use of the recent-improvement threshold as a stopping criterion
together with the slowly converging SD method and the resulting underfitting.
We reproduced the results shown in Figure 3 of Joughin et al. [2004] with the SD method
and repeated the same experiment with the IGN method. Joughin et al. [2004] concluded
from their SD run that the ‘1/2 driving’ initial estimate gives the best basal stickiness solu-
tion and the same conclusion can be drawn from our SD results (Tab. 2.5). However, our
IGN experiment Figure 2.9c shows a negligible difference between the solutions for ‘con-
stant’ and ‘1/2 driving’ initial estimates, and there is no dependence on initial estimates
for these two cases when using IGN with the discrepancy principle. This shows the im-
portance of achieving the maximum possible resolution. Only the ‘noisy’ initial estimate
results in a slightly worse reconstruction when using IGN. The small-scale features that
are present in the initial estimate are not corrected, which suggests that the initial estimate
should not contain unjustified small-scale features. Using the SD method in this exam-
ple, we were not able to obtain the resolution achieved by the IGN algorithm, even after
allowing it to run for 1000 iterations.
Smoothness of a reconstruction should not be interpreted as a physical property of the
basal stickiness, however, but rather as a lack of information about the solution; any addi-
tional features in the solution should be justified by the data. If in a certain situation it is
known that the basal stickiness changes abruptly at a point in space, this additional infor-
mation should be incorporated into the initial estimate. If the abrupt change is consistent
with the observations at the surface, it will be preserved through the iterations to the final
solution; if it is not consistent it will be corrected.
2.4.5 Modeling error
All examples in this work are synthetic examples where the error is well-known and the
tolerance well defined. Real world situations are more complex because in addition to ob-
servational error, there are errors introduced by the simplifications of the physical model
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(modeling errors) including the prescribed parameters therein. The accuracy of the pre-
scribed parameters can sometimes be estimated, but other modeling errors are harder to
quantify. In future work synthetic experiments comparing solutions of an inverse problem
using a full-Stokes model to solutions using a simplified model, such as the SSA, could
give a bound on modeling errors. Additionally, the SSA is a low order approximation of
the Stokes equations and residual terms can be calculated that give an upper bound for
the modeling error. In many cases modeling errors will quite possibly be larger than ob-
servational errors, especially when forward model parameters such as the ice thickness
are assumed to be error free. Gudmundsson and Raymond [2008] note that basal stickiness
is highly sensitive to un-modeled errors in basal topography, which highlights the im-
portance of incorporating modeling errors by adjusting the stopping criterion in iterative
inverse methods or by inverting for more parameters. In the case of Gaussian assumptions
for model and observation errors, modeling and observational errors simply combine by
addition of the respective covariance matrices, even when the forward problem is nonlin-
ear [Tarantola, 2004, p. 35, example 1.36].
The abrupt change in slope of the IGN misfit curve in Figure 2.6 indicates the possible
validity of the often-used ‘L-curve criterion’ [Aster et al., 2005, p.91]. This refers to a proce-
dure in which the tolerance is chosen at the point of the ‘corner’ in the misfit curve, defined
by the point of maximum curvature. It defines a point at which further improvements to
the misfit functional come at great cost to the norm of the solution. The sharpness of the
corner will vary from problem to problem and it is not guaranteed that a clear corner will
even be present. In real world examples, where the modeling error is difficult to quantify,
a rapidly converging method might give a clear point of slow down that can serve as an
estimate of the combined error in model and observations. While our results indicate that
such an approach would be valid in our case, it needs to be stressed that the ‘L-curve cri-
terion’ has no physical justification and has proven to be non-convergent in the sense that
the selected regularization parameter vanishes too rapidly as the noise to signal ratio in
the data goes to zero [Hanke, 1996].
2.5 Conclusions
Iterative inverse methods paired with a principled stopping criterion can be used to reg-
ularize and solve inverse problems. By stopping when a tolerance is reached, we obtain
a minimally featured correction to an initial estimate that is consistent with observed ve-
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locities. Every ill-posed inverse problem needs to be regularized and every method of reg-
ularization requires additional information in order to stably find a unique solution. The
preferred approach presented here is the discrepancy principle stopping criterion together
with the incomplete Gauss-Newton method, which is intrinsically tied to the discrepancy
principle. The main advantage is that additional information needed to regularize the
problem is very natural: all that is required is an initial estimate of the basal stickiness and
a desired level of misfit, expressed as a normalized tolerance in ma−1.
Errors in velocity observations influence the basal stickiness solution. A stopping cri-
terion that is informed about the amount of observation error will result in decreased reso-
lution with increased observation error. Because the allowed misfit between observed and
modeled velocity is larger with greater observation error, the algorithm will stop after cor-
recting large-scale features. Increased noise or measurement error leads to a less detailed
solution rather than a solution polluted with unphysical details.
Small-scale features in basal stickiness might and most likely do exist, but introducing
small-scale features through overfitting has to be avoided. Any features in basal sticki-
ness should be justified by surface observations, consequently any features in the initial
estimate need to be based on prior information about the basal stickiness. If no prior in-
formation exists, a constant initial estimate is the recommended choice. For solutions of
inverse problems smoothness should be interpreted as a lack of information in the system
to determine smaller scale features.
Inevitable observation and model errors result in a risk of overfitting. Errors in obser-
vations can be largely magnified in the basal stickiness, and especially with faster converg-
ing methods such as incomplete Gauss-Newton this regime of overfitting can be reached
easily. Consequently, the choice of a principled stopping criterion becomes even more
important. The steepest descent method, however, has a slow convergence rate. There-
fore, using steepest descent prevents overfitting, on the other hand it also inhibits us from
reaching full resolution in the basal stickiness, and increases the dependence on initial
estimates.
The benefits we observed using IGN may be of benefit to other nonlinear ill-posed
inverse problems. An open-source implementation of the IGN algorithm is available as
a part of siple: a small inverse problems library, which can be downloaded along with its
tutorial from
https://github.com/damaxwell/siple.
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These conclusions are valid for any situation where errors are present in observations
or in the model (which is always the case in real world situations), even if only numerical
errors are present. In all these situations there will be a possibility of over- or underfitting
the data.
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2.7 Appendix
The linearized SSA, its adjoint, and the gradient of J
The gradient computation needed for minimizing the misfit functional J is usually de-
scribed in the glaciology literature using the framework of constrained functional mini-
mization and Lagrange multipliers. We give an alternative derivation that allows us to
also describe the PDE computations used by the incomplete Gauss-Newton method.
To write the SSA more compactly we introduce some notation. For a velocity field
u = (u1,u2), the symmetric part of the derivative of u is D(u), so
Diju =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
. (2.24)
Then divu = trDu = ∂iui; the summation convention applies wherever an index is repeated.
Given two square matrices A = [Aij] and B = [Bij] we define
A ·B = AijBij (2.25)
and |A|2 = A ·A. The viscosity appearing in the SSA can then be written as
ν = ν(u) =
B
2
(
ε2ν +
1
2
|Du|2 + 1
2
(divu)2
)(1−n)/2n
. (2.26)
Assuming a linear basal stress τb =−γu =−γ(u,v) and a driving stress f =−ρgH∇zs the SSA
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becomes
−∂i
(
2ν(u)H
[
Diju + divu δij
])
+ γuj = fj (2.27)
where δij = 1 if i = j and is zero otherwise.
Let SSA(u) denote the left-hand side of (2.27). The linearized SSA (at u) is given by
Lu(w) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
SSA(u + tw). (2.28)
So if t is small,
SSA(u + tw)≈ SSA(u) + tLu(w) (2.29)
A computation starting from Equation 2.28 shows that
Lu(w) = −∂i
(
2ν(u)H
[
Dijw + divw δij
])
−∂i
(
2ζ(u,w)H
[
Diju + divu δij
])
+ γwj
where
ζ(u,w) =
(
1−n
2n
)
B
2
(
ε2ν +
1
2
|Du|2 + 1
2
(divu)2
) 1−n
2n −1
× [Du ·Dw + divudivw] .
If the SSA is being solved with periodic or Dirichlet boundary conditions, then Lu is solved
with corresponding periodic or zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. The term involving
ζ(u,w) has typically been omitted in previous studies with the SSA, but it is straightfor-
ward to include it when it is written as above and when using the finite-element method
for the numerical computations. Goldberg and Sergienko [2011] include the term ζ(u,w)
for a hybrid ice flow model and in some cases observed improved convergence rates for
steepest descent inversion using the complete versus the incomplete adjoint.
Let F (γ) be the map from basal stickiness to the corresponding solution u of the SSA,
(2.27). Implicitly differentiating (2.27) with respect to u and γ it follows that the derivative
of F at γ in the direction δγ (i.e. F ′γ (δγ)) is the vector field w solving
Luw =−δγu (2.30)
where u = F (γ). The map F ′γ described here is used crucially in the incomplete Gauss-
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Newton method.
All of the algorithms we use employ the L2 gradient of the misfit functional
J(γ) =
1
2
∫
Ω
∣∣∣uobs−F (γ)∣∣∣2 dΩ. (2.31)
Recall that the L2 gradient ∇J(γ) is the unique function such that for any variation δγ,
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
J(γ+ tδγ) =
∫
Ω
(∇J(γ)) · (δγ) dΩ. (2.32)
The derivative of J at γ in the direction δγ is
J′γ(δγ) =
∫
Ω
(
uobs−F (γ)
)
·F ′γ (δγ) dΩ
=
∫
Ω
(
(F ′γ )∗(uobs−F (γ))
)
δγ dΩ.
where (F ′γ )∗ is the adjoint of F ′γ . So
∇J(γ) = (F ′γ )∗(uobs−F (γ)). (2.33)
To compute the gradient, we therefore need the adjoint of F ′γ . From equation (2.30),
F ′γ (δγ) = L−1u (−uδγ) . (2.34)
Just as for the matrix equation (A−1B)∗ = B∗(A−1)∗, it follows that
(F ′γ )∗(r) =−u · (L−1u )∗(r) (2.35)
for any velocity field r. But Lu is a self-adjoint PDE, so
(F ′γ )∗(r) =−u · (L−1u )(r). (2.36)
In summary, to compute ∇J for a given γ,
1. compute u = F(γ) (i.e. solve the SSA with basal stickiness γ), and
2. find the vector field z solving the linear equation Luz = uobs−u.
Then ∇J(γ) is the scalar field −u ·z where u and z are computed in steps 1) and 2) above.
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Chapter 3
Changing basal conditions during the speed-up of Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland1
Abstract
Ice-sheet outlet glaciers can undergo dynamic changes such as the rapid speed-up of Jakob-
shavn Isbræ following the disintegration of its floating ice tongue. These changes are asso-
ciated with stress changes on the boundary of the ice mass. We invert for basal conditions
from surface velocity data throughout a well-observed period of rapid change and eval-
uate parameterizations currently used in ice-sheet models. A Tikhonov inverse method
with a Shallow Shelf Approximation forward model is used for diagnostic inversions for
the years 1985, 2000, 2005, 2006 and 2008. Our ice softness, model norm, and regulariza-
tion parameter choices are justified using the data-model misfit metric and the L-curve
method. The sensitivity of the inversion results to these parameter choices is explored.
We find a lowering of basal yield stress in the first 7km of the 2008 grounding line and
no significant changes higher upstream. The temporal evolution in the fast flow area is in
broad agreement with a Mohr–Coulomb parameterization of basal shear stress, but with
a till friction angle much lower than has been measured for till samples. The lowering of
basal yield stress is significant within the uncertainties of the inversion, but it cannot be
ruled out that there are other significant contributors to the acceleration of the glacier.
3.1 Introduction
Ice sheet outlet glaciers can evolve much more dynamically than formerly thought [Truf-
fer and Fahnestock, 2007]. Modeling and understanding the processes involved in these
rapid changes is challenging. Despite the abundant surface data available from satellites,
conditions within the ice and at the base of the ice are still difficult to observe, but these
are crucial components of successful prognostic ice sheet models.
Jakobshavn Isbræ is one of the most active outlet glaciers in Greenland and has a
century-long record of observations [Weidick et al., 1990]. This outlet glacier drains about
5.5% of the ice sheet area [Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006] and has undergone a rapid
evolution in the last two decades. During the 1990s Jakobshavn Isbræ had a relatively
stationary terminus position [Sohn et al., 1998], but starting in 1997, increased thinning
of the floating ice tongue was observed [Thomas et al., 2003], followed by the retreat and
1Accepted for publication as Habermann, M., M. Truffer, and D. Maxwell (2013), Changing basal condi-
tions during the speed-up of Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland, The Cryosphere Discuss., 7(3), 21532190.
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complete disintegration of the 15km-long ice tongue in 2003 [Podlech and Weidick, 2004].
Coinciding with the retreat of the ice front, the ice underwent a significant speed-up, al-
most doubling its speed by 2003 [Joughin et al., 2004]. After the disintegration of the ice
tongue, the ice front retreat and the accelerations in speed have decreased but are still
ongoing today [Joughin et al., 2012].
Three main processes have been identified that can contribute to the changes in outlet
glaciers generally and at Jakobshavn Isbræ specifically [Joughin et al., 2012]. The first pro-
cess is a speed up of the ice to compensate for a loss of downstream contact with the bed
and/or fjord walls during the retreat of the ice front. The relationship between front posi-
tion and speed has been well observed on longer time-scales and on seasonal time scales
[Joughin et al., 2008b; Amundson et al., 2010]. The second process is a loss of overburden
pressure through thinning of the ice, while the basal water pressure is assumed to be fixed
by connection to the ocean. This leads to a decrease in effective pressure and a decrease in
basal shear stress, which in turn leads to an increase in sliding speed [Meier and Post, 1987;
Pfeffer, 2007]. The third process is a steepening of slopes induced by the strong thinning on
the main trunk, causing the speed-up to diffuse inland [Joughin et al., 2008b; Payne et al.,
2004]. Other possible processes include weakening of the ice in the lateral shear margins
and increase in basal water pressure through changes in the hydrological system [Van der
Veen et al., 2011]. The observational evidence strongly favors an acceleration mechanism
that is ocean and terminus driven [Motyka et al., 2011; Joughin et al., 2012].
The well-observed changes of Jakobshavn Isbræ make it possible to investigate tempo-
ral changes in basal yield stress by inverting surface velocities for different years. Joughin
et al. [2012] performed one inversion for the 1990’s velocities and one for the 2009 veloc-
ities. Here we expand on this by inverting all available velocity fields and by conducting
an extensive parameter study to discuss the robustness of the inversion results.
To take advantage of the wealth of surface data we use inverse methods to reconstruct
conditions at the ice-bed boundary. Inverse methods were first introduced to the field
of glaciology by MacAyeal [1992], and have since been used, improved and extended in
multiple studies [e.g. Truffer, 2004; Maxwell et al., 2008; Raymond and Gudmundsson,
2009]. Much like other recent studies [Morlighem et al., 2010; Konovalov, 2012; Petra et al.,
2012] we use a Tikhonov regularization to stabilize the solution, and we focus on justifying
the choices that accompany this method.
In this study we investigate different parameter choices for the basal yield stress in-
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version of Jakobshavn Isbræ, where decisions are mostly based on the data-model misfit
metric. The chosen parameters are then used to invert for basal yield stress for the surface
velocity data sets of the years 1985, 2000, 2005, 2006 and 2008. We discuss the robustness
of these results and the agreement with commonly used parameterizations of basal yield
stress.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Model
To investigate spatial changes and characteristics of basal shear stress we use the Shallow
Shelf Approximation (SSA) [Morland, 1987] as the forward model in a Tikhonov inversion.
Forward model
The Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) is a 3-D thermomechanically coupled hybrid ice sheet
model that solves a combination of the Shallow Ice and Shallow Shelf Approximations
[Bueler and Brown, 2009, http://www.pism-docs.org]. In this study only the SSA is
used and the vertically averaged ice softness does not vary horizontally. Details about the
SSA can be found in Schoof and Hindmarsh [2010] and the implementation in PISM is
described in Bueler and Brown [2009].
We follow Joughin et al. [2012] and use the SSA as a forward model. Despite being
depth-averaged the model does consider membrane stresses, vertical shear on the other
hand is not considered. Ignoring vertical shear can be justified by the weak temperate
basal ice layer that is present at Jakobshavn Isbræ, which concentrates vertical motion near
the bottom, and by the weak bed compared to the driving stresses, which leads to motion
that is dominated by basal ice motion, at least in the lower regions of the glacier [Lu¨thi
et al., 2002]. However, it is important to keep in mind that the results derived in this paper
are basal yield stress fields that are consistent with the SSA and surface observations, and
might not reflect actual physical till properties.
The input fields needed for the forward SSA are: ice thickness H, surface elevation
zs, ice softness A, and a basal shear stress τb. The model output is the surface velocity
u. PISM treats the SSA as if it applies to the entire grid domain, even in ice-free loca-
tions. Each grid point can be either icy or ice-free, and either grounded or ocean, for a
total of four states. A point is ice-free if the ice thickness H falls below a small threshold
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(set to 0.01 m). The distinction between ground and ocean is made by computing what
the surface elevation would be at that location for grounded ice and for floating ice; the
maximum elevation determines the state. In regions where H is zero, the product of effec-
tive viscosity and thickness is regularized with a constant (set to 1×1013 Pasm), for details
see http://www.pism-docs.org. The value of τb is adjusted based on the ice/ice-free
grounded/ocean status of a grid point. For floating locations, the value is set to 0, and for
ice-free ground it is a large constant. Consequently, τb depends on the effective yield stress
τc only for grounded ice. Dirichlet boundary conditions (i.e. locations where u is known)
are applied to the outermost 5 km of the rectangular domain (500 by 500 m grid). No
additional boundary conditions are applied to the terminus of the glacier, instead the ice
thickness simply decreases to zero from one grid point to the next. In this way the glacier
outline is determined by the ice thickness given in the DEM for each year. We chose a grid
resolution of 500 by 500 m. A finer resolution is not warranted by the data and tests with
coarser grids show convergence. A finer grid might be desirable in the area of the deep
trough, where basal topography changes rapidly.
The basal shear stress τb is parametrized through a power law:
τb = τc
|u|q−1
uqthreshold
u, (3.1)
where u is the basal sliding velocity, and the threshold velocity uthreshold is set to 100 ma−1.
The purely plastic case is achieved by setting q = 0, whereas q = 1 leads to the common
treatment of basal till as a linearly viscous material: τb,x = γu and τb,y = γv, where γ ≥ 0
is a scalar function of position, called the basal stickiness. When setting q = 1 the basal
stickiness, γ, and the basal yield stress, τc, are related through γ = τcuthreshold . Here, instead of
setting q = 1 and solving for γwe solve for τc, which has units of stress and is the basal yield
stress if q = 0. Despite approximating the perfectly plastic case by setting q = 0.25 for this
study, we call τc the basal yield stress. Test inversions with q = 0.1 and q = 0.001 for the 1985
and 2006 data sets result in different τc values, but the pattern and amplitude of changes
in τc remain and the main conclusions of this paper are unchanged. The positivity of τc is
enforced by solving for ζ in τc = τc,scale exp(ζ) where τc,scale is a scale parameter to keep ζ of
order 1 for typical values of τc.
The chosen values for q and uthreshold used here were found to provide the best repre-
sentation of observed ice motion (Bueler, personal communication, 2012). As mentioned
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before, the results derived in this paper are basal yield stress fields that are consistent
with our model choices and surface observations, and might not reflect actual physical till
properties. The main conclusions of this paper, namely a weakening of the till near the
terminus, remain valid for different choices of q and uthreshold.
We assume the instantaneous (diagnostic) surface velocities represent instantaneous
deformation rates and basal yield stress at depth. In other words, no time-dependent
(prognostic) runs are performed and instead the forward model calculates a velocity field
from basal yield stress τc, and the inversion is an attempt to recover τc from measured
surface velocities at a given time.
Inferring basal yield stress
Solving for the basal yield stress distribution is an ill-posed inverse problem, one conse-
quence being the multitude of possible solutions. Often these ill-posed problems can be
stabilized by imposing additional constraints that bias the solution. This is referred to
as regularization [Aster et al., 2005]. We apply the widely used Tikhonov regularization,
which defines a cost functional, I(τc,α), with an added regularization term:
I(τc,α) = αM2 + N2, (3.2)
M2 =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
||u(τc)−uobs||2dΩ (3.3)
N2 =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
cL2(τc− τpriorc )2 + K2cH1 |∇(τc− τpriorc )|2dΩ (3.4)
where M is the data-model misfit, N is the model norm (regularization term) and α
is the regularization parameter. Note that, depending on the application, α is sometimes
attached to the model norm instead of the data-model misfit. This only changes the value
of α, but not any of the results. We discretize the functional I(τc,α) by representing τc
via a finite-element approximation, and by computing a finite element solution for u(τc).
The gradient of this discretized functional can be computed exactly, and a minimum can
be sought by any one of a number of gradient-based minimization algorithms. We use
a limited-memory, variable-metric method from the Toolkit for Advanced Optimization
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(TAO) [Munson et al., 2012] to seek an exact minimum of the discretized cost function,
I(τc,α). Assuming that there is a unique minimum (which is true at the very least when α is
small), an exactly computed minimum of the discretized functional will be independent of
the numerical method used to find it. The area Ω is defined by grounded ice (determined
by hydrostatic equilibrium) and the consistent availability of velocity observations over
the time periods considered. This is only part of the model domain (see Fig. 3.1), but
all interpretations will be restricted by it. Below we refer to Ω as the ‘misfit area’. The
model norm in Eq. 3.4 is composed of two parts: the Euclidian L2 norm and a Sobolov
H1 norm that measures the function’s roughness. The factors cL2 and cH1 determine the
relative weights of these two norms. The variable K defines a typical length scale to rescale
the H1 norm (set to 5× 104 m). The model norm is measured as a difference from a prior
estimate τpriorc . A choice of cL2 = 1 and cH1 = 0 results in a pure L2 model norm, which gives
preference to solutions with a small departure from the prior estimate. At the other end of
the spectrum, setting cL2 = 0 and cH1 = 1 results in a pure H1 model norm, which biases the
solution towards smooth differences to the prior estimate.
Achieving a better data-model misfit M carries the cost of a larger model norm. Each
choice of the regularization parameter α determines a unique value for the data-model
misfit and hence the model norm. To discuss the choice of regularization parameter, α, we
introduce the following vocabulary. The observation error is defined as Tobs, the system
error is defined as Ttot = Tmod + Tobs, where the modeling error, Tmod, contains errors from
model simplifications and errors in input parameters such as ice geometry. For an ill-posed
inverse problem it is not desirable to find an exact minimizer of the data-model misfit, M,
because this would lead to overfitting of the data [Habermann et al., 2012]. The achieved
data-model misfit should not be smaller than the combined error of observations, model
simplifications, and parameter choices, Ttot. On the other hand, if the data-model misfit
is too large, because we are forcing a high degree of smoothness in the basal yield stress
solution, the highest possible resolution is not achieved and the data are underfit.
There are different ways to choose the regularization parameter α. The ‘discrepancy
principle’, which sets the data-model misfit equal to Ttot is useful in situations where all
errors in the system are known or where the observation errors can be estimated and the
model errors are negligible. For the Tikhonov regularization the discrepancy principle
cannot be applied directly. Instead a value for the regularization parameter α is chosen
and the resulting data-model misfit value is compared to Ttot, if it is known.
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A more common situation arises when the errors in the system are not known. It is
particularly difficult to quantify model errors that originate from the use of lower order
forward models, such as the SSA, and the effect of poorly constrained model parameters,
such as the ice softness and bed topography, that are not part of the inversion procedure.
In such cases it is possible to use a heuristic ‘L-curve’ method [Jay-Allemand et al., 2011;
Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012]. It has been proposed for its ease of use, despite some potential
shortcomings (discussed in e.g. Vogel [1987, ch. 7]). In the L-curve method the data-
model misfit is plotted against the model norm (either on a log-log or a linear scale). This
curve typically has an L-shape and the regularization parameter value corresponding to
the ‘corner’ of the curve, which is usually defined as the point of highest curvature, is
chosen. The rationale behind this choice of regularization parameter is that past this corner
even a small improvement in the data-model misfit can only be achieved through a large
increase in the roughness of the solution.
The actual value of the data-model misfit depends on the misfit area. Therefore, the
data-model misfit value can only be used to compare different inversion results if the mis-
fit areas are identical. Here we use the same misfit area for all years, given by the consistent
availability of velocity observations and by grounded ice (the 2008 grounding line limits
the misfit area in the terminus region). This misfit area is shown in Figure 3.1. An appro-
priate data-model misfit can still lead to overfitting in some subareas and underfitting in
others.
3.2.2 Data
A combination of previously published airborne and spaceborne data sets, collected be-
tween 1985 and 2008, are used as input to the model. All data sets are given on or interpo-
lated to a 500 by 500 m grid, which is the grid size chosen for the model. Table 3.1 gives a
summary of surface elevations and velocity fields used for each year.
Surface elevation
We used the 1985 and 2007 digital elevation models (DEM) derived by Motyka et al. [2010].
The 1985 DEM is based on aerial photos, whereas the 2007 DEM was derived from SPOT-5
imagery under the SPIRIT (stereoscopic survey of Polar Ice: Reference Images and To-
pographies) Polar Dali Program [Korona et al., 2009]. To extend the model domain we
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Table 3.1. Summary of data sets used for each year. Velocity fields and surface elevation
data sets used for each year, including details on acquisition dates and source references.
The 2007 SPOT DEM that is mentioned was obtained July 24, 2007. The outline of the
glacier is given by the ice thickness of the DEM for each inverted year. The misfit area is
the same for all years (see Fig. 3.1).
Year Period covered
by vel. field
Reference for vel. Date of surface
DEM
Reference for
DEM
1985 7 – 24 July, 1985 courtesy of M.
Fahnestock
24 July, 1985
(aerial photo)
Motyka et al.
[2010]
2000 3 Sep, 2000 – 24
Jan, 2001
(RADARSAT-1
satellite)
Joughin et al.
[2010]
2007 SPOT DEM -
dh/dt for 2000
courtesy of B.
Smith
Motyka et al.
[2010] & Joughin
et al. [2012]
2005 13 Dec, 2005 – 20
Apr, 2006
(RADARSAT-1
satellite)
Joughin et al.
[2010]
2007 SPOT DEM -
dh/dt for 2005
courtesy of B.
Smith
Motyka et al.
[2010] & Joughin
et al. [2012]
2006 Winter average
2006 – 2007, no
further detail
given
Joughin et al.
[2010]
2007 SPOT DEM -
dh/dt for 2006
courtesy of B.
Smith
Motyka et al.
[2010] & Joughin
et al. [2012]
2008 Winter average
2008 – 2009, no
further detail
given
Joughin et al.
[2010]
2007 SPOT DEM -
dh/dt for 2008
courtesy of B.
Smith
Motyka et al.
[2010] & Joughin
et al. [2012]
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took lower resolution surface elevations given by Bamber et al. [2001], and substituted the
high resolution DEMs in the coverage area. As a result there are sharp transitions from the
high resolution DEM to the low resolution DEM. These sharp transitions result in unphys-
ical driving stresses and we smooth the DEM by performing a short (2 week) non-sliding
Shallow Ice Approximation run on a regional scale with PISM. The model domain was
chosen beyond the extent of the high resolution DEMs to minimize the impact of bound-
ary effects on the results. Model results are only evaluated within the coverage area of the
high resolution DEMs (Fig. 3.1).
For the years 2000-2008 we used the 2007 DEM together with annual elevation-difference
maps from Joughin et al. [2012].
Bed elevation
The bed DEM was developed at the University of Kansas using data collected by their
airborne depth-sounding radar [Plummer et al., 2008]. It is important to point out that the
bed elevation is one of the model input fields with significant uncertainties. Even though
the Jakobshavn Isbræ drainage area has been flown repeatedly with a radar depth sounder,
the deep trough with its steep margins often does not allow for clear bed returns.
We investigate the influence of bed topography on the inversion results in Habermann
[in print] and we find that errors in bed topography lead to residuals that are larger than
the residuals due to errors in velocity observations. This large expected error is consistent
over all inversions performed here and we do not expect a significant influence on the
changes in basal yield stress.
Ice flow velocity
NASA’s Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research Environments (MEa-
SUREs) program, provides annual ice-sheet-wide velocity maps for Greenland, derived
using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data from the RADARSAT-1 satel-
lite. The data set contains ice velocity data for the winter of 2000-2001 and 2005-2006,
2006-2007, and 2007-2008 acquired from RADARSAT-1 InSAR data from the Alaska Satel-
lite Facility (ASF), and a 2008-2009 mosaic derived from the Advanced Land Observation
Satellite (ALOS) and TerraSAR-X data [Joughin et al., 2010]. Here we are using all available
velocity data sets except for 2007-2008, which contains data gaps.
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For the 1985 inversion we use a velocity data set derived from feature tracking of or-
thophotos used in the formation of the 1985 DEM [Motyka et al., 2011].
Model domain
10 20
Figure 3.1. Overview of model domain and data extents. Model domain (entire area
shown) with MODIS image for reference (single pass MODIS image, spring 2001, cour-
tesy of M. Fahnestock). Also shown are the extent of the higher resolution bed topogra-
phy (cyan), 2007 DEM (green), 1985 DEM (blue), misfit area (red), straightened centerline
(dashed black), and the area later shown in all the map-view figures (solid black). The
white circles mark the two ‘bends’ mentioned in the text.
The forward model has to be evaluated repeatedly in the inversion, but all runs are
instantaneous. This eliminates the need for a careful treatment of the boundary areas or the
solution of the SSA in the entire drainage area, as done in regional time-dependent models.
Instead we choose a limited model domain for efficiency, but include enough area around
the used data sets (DEMs and bed elevation) to minimize boundary effects. We evaluate
results spatially and along a centerline, which was extracted by approximately following
the minimum bed elevation (Fig. 3.1). Figure 3.1 shows the model domain and the areas
of high resolution DEMs and bed elevation as well as the misfit area used to calculate the
data-model misfit in the inversion. The SSA is solved over the entire model domain, but
only velocity data within the misfit area is used to adjust the basal yield stress. Results are
only interpreted within the misfit area, which is taken to be the same for all years. Areas
outside the misfit area are shaded or excluded in all figures.
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3.3 Choices in forward model and inversion
The model outlined above contains several poorly constrained parameter choices. In this
section we discuss the choice for ice softness A in the forward model, the choice of model
norm in the regularization term, the prior estimate for the basal yield stress, and the mag-
nitude of the regularization parameter. For the model norm and the prior estimate of basal
yield stress we used the 2006 data set, for all other parameters all inverted years where con-
sidered to determine the value. Final parameter choices were made after several iterations.
We arrived at the following default values:
• Ice softness: A = 2.5×10−24 Pa−3s−1
• Model norm: cL2 = 0, cH1 = 1
• Prior estimate: τpriorc = 1.4×105 Pa
• Regularization parameter: α = 10
Below we will discuss each choice by studying the effects of varying one parameter at the
time, while holding the others at their default value.
3.3.1 Ice softness
The forward model contains many parameter choices, here we only discuss the ice softness
parameter. All other values for the forward model are discussed in Section 3.2.1. Default
values, or values that have proven to be good choices in other studies are used whenever
possible. The SSA uses a viscosity that is dependent on a vertically averaged ice softness
parameter A which in turn depends on the temperature of the ice. Temperature has only
been measured in a few boreholes [Lu¨thi et al., 2002] and its spatial distribution is not
known. Here the vertically averaged ice softness does not vary horizontally for the entire
model domain and we test different ice softness values. A spatially-variable ice softness
would lead to basal yield stress fields that are consistent with the ice softness and therefore
different than the basal yield stress fields found here. Nonetheless, we would expect all
main findings about the changes and sensitivities of basal yield stress to stay true. Addi-
tionally, we conducted time-dependent numerical experiments (spin-ups), where not only
the ice flow but also temperature fields were computed. These experiments show little
horizontal variability in the vertically averaged ice softness.
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Figure 3.2. Data-model misfit for different ice softness values. Hard ice (small value of ice
softness A) leads to a marked increase in data-model misfit, whereas softer ice only slightly
increases the data-model misfit. We choose the ice softness A = 2.5×10−24 Pa−3s−1 for all
years and the range from 2 - 3×10−24 Pa−3s−1 is discussed.
Suggested values of ice softness in Cuffey and Paterson [2010, chapter 3.4.6, p.72ff]
range from 0.01× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 for ice at -40 ◦C to 2.4× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 for temperate
ice, while values as high as 9.3× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 have been reported from laboratory tests
[Budd and Jacka, 1989]. Higher values of ice softness are often used and justified by the
anisotropy of ice or effects of grain size and/or impurities [Lu¨thi et al., 2002].
The achieved data-model misfit for different ice softnesses (Fig. 3.2) shows that only
very hard ice (low A) leads to a marked increase in the data-model misfit. This confirms
the finding of Joughin et al. [2012] that a hard ice model is not a good representation of
the ice rheology of Jakobshavn Isbræ. On the other hand, Joughin et al. [2012] find with
a terminus-driven model that a soft ice model (A = 10× 10−24 Pa−3s−1) does not transfer
seasonal changes far enough inland. Here the ice softness value 2.5× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 is
chosen for all years as a compromise between 2 and 3× 10−24 Pa−3s−1, which give the
lowest data-model misfit for 1985, 2000 and 2005, 2006, 2008, respectively. This ice softness
is equivalent to an isothermal ice column with a temperature of ∼ 3 ◦C using the flow law
temperature dependence given by Cuffey and Paterson [2010]. For comparison, at a site on
the ice sheet adjacent to the ice stream Lu¨thi et al. [2002] measured borehole temperatures
that provide an estimate of ice softness equivalent to ∼15 ◦C isothermal ice, indicating our
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chosen ice softness has some enhancement relative to the borehole.
3.3.2 Model norm
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Figure 3.3. L-curves for three different model norms; pure H1 (cL2 = 0, cH1 = 1), pure L2
(cL2 = 1, cH1 = 0) and a mixed norm (cL2 = 0.9, cH1 = 0.1). All inversions are for the 2006
velocity data with ice softness A =2.5×10−24 Pa−3s−1. The small insets show map views of
τc solutions for different regularization parameters to illustrate the increase in small-scale
features with higher α’s.
The regularization term of the cost function contains a model norm (Eq. 3.4). This term
is necessary to stabilize the inversion. Choosing a model norm biases the solution and
needs to be considered in the interpretation. As outlined in the Methods section (3.2.1)
the type of model norm used here allows for a bias towards 1) ‘small’ solutions, where
the departure from a prior estimate of basal yield stress is penalized, 2) ‘smooth’ solutions
where the derivative of τc− τpriorc is held small, which tends to preserve the shape of τpriorc ,
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or 3) a mix between these two options.
Figure 3.3 shows L-curves for three different model norms: pure L2 norm, pure H1
norm and L2 norm with an additional small amount of H1 norm. By increasing α more
emphasis is placed on the data-model misfit minimization and more roughness is allowed
in the solution. Calculating data-model misfit values can be computationally expensive
because each data point requires an inversion run and the inversions with very high α
take many iterations to converge. We show examples of modeled basal yield stress for
under- and overfitting of the data, as well as a solution for the approximate ‘corner’ of the
L-curve. The corner of the pure H1 norm is at a data-model misfit approximately 50 m/a
higher than the corner of the pure L2 norm, and the basal yield stress field of the H1 norm
results in an accordingly smoother solution. All chosen model norms result in L-curves
with different values for α at their corners, but with similar limits for data-model misfits.
This can be an indication of the total error, Ttot, in the system.
The pure L2 norm produces large jumps in basal yield stress, especially with higher reg-
ularization parameter values, making it more sensitive to the choice of α. Here we prefer
the pure H1 norm solution because the non-localized nature of the SSA does not account
for small-scale features in basal yield stress. Additionally, as long as the regularization pa-
rameter is chosen to yield similar data-model misfit values, the choice of norm influences
the solution only within an acceptable range (see Section 3.5.1).
3.3.3 Prior estimate
In Tikhonov regularization, the cost function (Eq. 3.2) is minimized, and a prior estimate of
basal yield stress is necessary as a starting point for the iterations and for the model norm
term. Within the misfit area the latter seems to outweigh the former. A prior estimate
commonly used in glaciology is the driving stress field divided by two [Joughin et al.,
2004]. This choice was suggested because in the Shallow Ice Approximation the driving
stress is locally balanced by the basal shear stress, but this is not necessarily the case for
the SSA, where membrane stresses are considered.
Figure 3.4 shows two Tikhonov inversions with the prior estimate set to τd/2 and to a
constant value, respectively. Both of the resulting basal yield stress fields lead to almost
identical residual velocity fields; in other words both solutions can account for the main
features of the observed velocities. Small scale features that are introduced in the τd/2 prior
estimate remain unchanged because they do not affect the velocity field sufficiently. The
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commonly used L2 norm was applied for this figure; the H1 norm would exacerbate the
problem because the shape of the initial estimate tends to be preserved.
Without prior knowledge about the basal shear stress a constant prior estimate is most
appropriate to avoid introducing small scale features that may not be real. For the pure
H1 model norm adding a constant value to τpriorc will not influence the solution inside the
misfit area. But we find that the inversion converges only for values within a certain range
(approximately 5×104 - 8×105 Pa). Therefore a good prior estimate could be the average
of τd inside the misfit area (here: τd ≈ 1× 105 Pa). Here we performed an inversion and
used the value of modeled basal yield stress along the centerline at the upstream edge of
the misfit area as the prior estimate (1.4×105 Pa). In this way the algorithm does not have
to introduce extreme basal shear stress values to compensate for values outside the misfit
area that lead to wrong ice velocities. All prior estimates in the remainder of this study
were set to 1.4×105 Pa.
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Figure 3.4. Influence of different prior estimates. Inversions with 2006 velocity data and a
prior estimate of basal yield stress of Top) τpriorc = τd/2 and Bottom) τ
prior
c = 1.4×105 Pa. The
columns show the prior estimate, the inferred basal yield stress, the change of the prior to
the modeled τc and the residual in velocity (|uobs−umod|). Pure L2 model norm, α = 0.1.
3.3.4 Regularization parameter
Given the choice of parameters discussed above, the L-curve criterion can now be used to
choose the appropriate regularization parameter, α. Commonly the L-curve is displayed
as a log-log plot, but for our inverse problem no clear corner emerges (not shown). There
are different reasons for the lack of corner in the L-curve, one of which is an increase
in problem size [Hansen, 2001]. As suggested by Calvetti et al. [2000] it is acceptable to
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Figure 3.5. L-curves for all years plotted on a linear scale. The range of regularization
parameters is α = 0.1 - 1×103. Based on this figure α = 10 is chosen for all years.
plot data-model misfit against model norm on a linear scale to find the corner of the L-
curve. Figure 3.5 shows the linear plot of the L-curve for all years with the above chosen
parameters. We choose a regularization parameter of α = 10 for all years based on this
figure.
Data-model misfit values in Figure 3.5 do not reach below 100ma−1, which is much
higher than the expected root mean square error in surface velocity observations; assuming
a 3% error [Joughin et al., 2012] the root mean square error over the misfit area is∼ 7ma−1.
Errors are thus dominated by those introduced by the simplified model and/or geometry
input fields. The high data-model misfit ensures that no overfitting of the observed surface
velocity data occurs, but overfitting due to the model and parameter errors would still be
a possibility without the regularization term. Since Tobs is much smaller than the data-
model misfit we use the L-curve method to improve parameters of the model such as the
ice softness.
3.4 Results
Inversions for all years with the parameter choices discussed above are shown in Figure
3.6. All inversions reproduce the overall pattern of observed surface velocities. This shows
that, in general, our data and model choices are capable of reproducing the observations
by only adjusting basal yield stress. But a small data-model misfit by itself does not speak
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Figure 3.6. Inversion results for 1985, 2000, 2005, 2006 and 2008. The columns show the
modeled τc (logarithmic scale), the velocity residual (|uobs − umod|), the relative velocity
residual (100 |uobs−umod|/uobs), the observed velocities uobs and the modeled velocities umod.
The area past the 2008 grounding line is not included in the misfit area and is blacked out.
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Figure 3.7. Close-up of inversion results for 1985, 2000, 2005, 2006 and 2008. The columns
show the modeled τc for each year. The area past the 2008 grounding line is not included
in the misfit area and is blacked out.
to the quality of the resulting basal yield stress solution.
The first leg (lower 5 km of the glacier) shows a trend from higher to lower basal yield
stresses over the years. Additionally, a slight widening of the area with low basal yield
stresses is evident. The 2008 inversion results show continued widening, but the low basal
yield stress area does not extend as far inland as in the 2006 results. Despite the use of
independently produced DEMs and observed surface velocity data sets, the general spatial
distribution of basal yield stress outside of the main fast flowing glacier remains fairly
constant in all inversions compared to the large changes in the first leg. This consistency
across years in areas with minimal observed changes in geometry and flow is encouraging
and justifies the use of constant parameters for all inversion runs.
Our main area of interest is the lower glacier with the largest changes in basal yield
stress across the years. This area entails high values of observed surface velocities and a
deep trough in the bed topography. Residual velocities (difference of modeled and ob-
served) are generally high in this area of fast flow, but relative residuals are in fact similar
or lower than in the slow flowing areas (Figure 3.6).
To compare the results for the different years in more detail Figure 3.8 shows the results
along the centerline for all years. Here the basal shear stress, τb, calculated according to Eq.
3.1, is shown and compared to the driving stress. As seen in the spatial distribution of basal
yield stress, the values in the first leg are clearly lowered compared to higher upstream,
and they generally decrease over time. Despite minimal changes in driving stress from
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Figure 3.8. Inferred basal shear stress along centerline for all years. Area outside of misfit
area is shaded gray and the blue vertical lines show the position of the two bends in the
centerline. Top) Crosses mark the driving stresses, τd, for the years 1985 and 2006. The
sharp peak in τb occurs at the grounding line for each year. Bottom) Modeled (solid lines)
and observed (points) velocities for all years.
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1985 to 2006 the basal shear stress changes significantly over this time period. In 2000
only a lowering close to the first bend is visible, whereas basal shear stress close to the
terminus increases compared to 1985. Past the first bend, the inverted basal shear stresses
are generally higher; for 2008 the average value of τb in the first leg is 0.2×105 Pa, whereas
the average value between the first and the second bend is 1.8× 105 Pa. Upstream of the
first leg no clear trend in basal shear stress is visible, which is in contrast to the general
increase in basal shear stress in this area inferred by Joughin et al. [2012]. The basal shear
stress accounts for about 20-40% of the driving stresses along the entire centerline, with a
few single peaks reaching 80-100% of the driving stresses.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Robustness of inversion
The solution to our inverse problem is not unique, many of the parameters are not well
constrained and a range of parameter choices would be equally acceptable. The emphasis
here is on temporal changes in basal yield stress, and little significance should be given to
the actual value of the stress in a given inversion. To evaluate the robustness of our results
we explore a range of parameters for the years 1985 and 2006.
We chose an ice softness value of 2.5× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 for all years, while the mini-
mum data-model misfit values are reached for ice softness values between 2 and 3×10−24
Pa−3s−1 (see Fig. 3.2). Figure 3.9 shows an envelope of solutions of basal yield stress along
the centerline for this range of ice softness. The solutions for A = 3×10−24 Pa−3s−1 lead to
generally higher τc values than the A = 2×10−24 Pa−3s−1 solutions, because softer ice leads
to a more localized stress balance and therefore to higher values in basal yield stress. The
2006 basal yield stress solution exhibits a higher sensitivity to changes in ice softness and
the basal yield stress is affected most just upstream of the first bend. It is important to keep
in mind that we are using a constant value of ice softness over the entire model domain.
Larger variations of basal yield stress are possible for more realistic representations of the
temperature distribution in the ice. As a thermomechanically-coupled ice sheet model,
PISM is capable of producing realistic ice temperature fields, which could be achieved
through spin-ups. But it is not clear which basal yield stress values to use for such a spin-
up. Joughin et al. [2009] for example used iterative spin-ups to find an ice temperature
field that is consistent with the basal yield stress.
One of the most important sources of uncertainty is the choice of regularization pa-
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Figure 3.9. Robustness of basal yield stress results for a range of ice softness values (same
centerline as Fig. 3.8). Top: Softness values of 2× 10−24 Pa−3s−1 and 3× 10−24 Pa−3s−1
are shown as lower and upper envelopes, respectively, the black line indicates the 2.5×
10−24 Pa−3s−1 solution for both years. Bottom: Data-model misfit of velocities relative to
observed speed for the range of ice softnesses.
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Figure 3.10. Robustness of basal yield stress for regularization parameter values, α = 3
(upper envelope) and α = 30 (lower envelope), the black line indicates the α = 10 solution.
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Figure 3.11. Robustness of basal yield stress results for L2 norm with the conservative
regularization parameter values α = 0.003 (upper envelope) and α = 0.03 (lower envelope),
the black line indicates the α = 0.01 solution. The actual corner of the L2 L-curve is at α = 0.1
and the solution for this regularization parameter is shown in cyan.
rameter. As mentioned before, it is not straight forward to choose the exact location of the
‘corner’ in the L-curve. In other studies the regularization parameter is chosen by calcu-
lating the point of maximum curvature [Vogel, 1987, ch. 7.4]. But even when this point
is calculated exactly, the L-curve criterion remains an approximate method. Therefore, we
chose the approximate value of α = 10 and an upper and lower bound (α = 3 and α = 30).
Figure 3.10 shows that the choice of regularization parameter mostly affects the first leg
where a smaller data-model misfit in velocities is expensive (in the model norm sense) be-
cause the narrow trough makes abrupt changes in τc necessary. The data-model misfit is a
root mean square over the misfit area, meaning that local under- or overfitting is possible
(and very probable). When plotting the data-model misfit relative to uobs along the cen-
terline for different regularization parameters (Fig. 3.10) it becomes clear that in the first
leg the fit to velocity observations is still improving, unlike in areas higher upstream. A
higher α could be justified when focusing on the inversion results of τc in the first leg.
We also want to investigate how a different choice of model norm would have affected
our solution. For a direct comparison with the range of regularization parameters used
for Figure 3.10 we chose a conservative α = 0.01 as the ‘ideal’ solution and a range from
α = 0.003 to α = 0.03 (Fig. 3.11). The sharp features in τc for α = 0.03 between the two
bends reach values of 4.1×105 and 2.6×105 Pa for 1985 and 2006, respectively, showing the
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sensitivity of this norm to overfitting. Note that the relative residual does not improve
significantly even though such large features are introduced. The actual corner of the L2
L-curve is at α = 0.1 and the solution for this regularization parameter is shown as well
in Figure 3.11. The value of the modeled τc is generally lower in this case and displays
sharper features, while the improvement in relative residual is not significant.
To illustrate how a prior estimate with small scale features can influence the solution,
Figure 3.12 shows the centerline solutions for a prior estimate of τd/2. When using prior
estimates with small scale features, the L2 norm is more useful because it does not try to
conserve the shape of the prior estimate. The centerline solution only contains fast flow,
where τc is adjusted well, in slow flow areas there are more places where the small scale
features of the prior estimate remain. Half of the driving stress might be a good first order
approximation of basal yield stress, but when applied un-smoothed as a prior estimate, it
introduces spurious features. To initialize entire or drainage basin wide ice sheet models a
continuous field of basal yield stress is needed. The inversion algorithm only calculates the
data-model misfit where surface velocity observations are available. This can lead to large
areas where the prior estimate will determine the final τc. Future work should consider
what the best strategies for the prior estimate in such situations are. To compare inverse
results of different years, ideally we would use inverse methods where the cost function
also includes a penalization for changes in time as done in time-dependent seismic tomog-
raphy [Julian and Foulger, 2010]. In this manner years with larger velocity data coverage
would adjust τc in areas with data gaps in other years.
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Figure 3.12. Robustness of basal yield stress for τd/2 prior estimate. In red the L2, α = 0.01,
τpriorc = τd/2 solution, in blue the H1, α = 10, τ
prior
c = τd/2 solution. The dashed black line
indicates the H1, α = 10, τpriorc = 1.4×105 Pa solution for comparison.
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Figure 3.13. Comparison to Mohr-Coulomb parameterization. Relative change in inferred
τc (left) compared to the change predicted by the Mohr-Coulomb parameterization used in
PISM. Areas where the bed topography, zb, is above sea level are masked out.
3.5.2 Changes in basal yield stress
Figure 3.6 shows a general decrease in basal yield stress close to the grounding line, here
we explore how this relates to changes in geometry. We solely concentrate on snapshots of
ice geometry and do not investigate causes of the change in geometry, such as increased
melt or decreased buttressing at the ice front. In other words, the inversion examines an
instantaneous stress state given a certain geometry and surface velocity, but it can, by itself,
not attribute any causes
A common way to parameterize the basal yield stress in time dependent model runs is
through a Mohr-Coulomb model [Iverson et al., 1998]:
τc = tan(φ) (ρgH−pw), (3.5)
where (ρgH− pw) is the effective pressure, pw is the pore water pressure, g is the gravita-
tional acceleration, ρ is the density of ice (set to 917kg/m3), and φ is a “till friction angle,”
a strength parameter for the till comparable to “angle of repose” for granular piles. To
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find out if the changes in the inverted τc are in agreement with such a parametrization,
we compare the relative change in τc (LHS of Eq. 3.6) to the relative change in height
above floatation (RHS of Eq. 3.6). We assume that the basal water pressure is equivalent
to oceanic pressure (pw = ρwg|zb|, ρw is the density of water and set to 1025kg/m3) where
the bed elevation is below sea level and pw = 0 otherwise. The term tan(φ) cancels when
calculating the relative change (e.g. for 1985 and 2006):
τ85c − τ06c
τ06c
=
H85−H06
H06− ρwρi |zb|
. (3.6)
The proximity to floatation is important in this calculation and we are subtracting 30 m
(approximate offset at the 2007 terminus) from |zb| to correct for the geoid-ellipsoid sepa-
ration in the area of terminus. The area of interest lies entirely in the ablation area, so that
density variations due to firn do not need to be considered. Density variations caused by
heavy crevassing, however, can occur, but are not considered here.
Figure 3.13 shows that the relative change in inferred τc is much more localized to
the trough than the relative change in height above floatation. A slight increase in τc is
visible near the margins of fast flow. But the broad pattern is similar, confirming that the
relative change in height above floatation accounts for most of the relative changes in τc.
Also for shorter time scales and after the disintegration of the floating ice tongue (2005-
2006) similar patterns of relative change are visible (Fig. 3.13)). An increase in sliding due
to more melt water at the base, for example, would lead to a spatial pattern of relative
change distributed over the entire area of melt. Because we do not see this spatial pattern
related to melt area, our results support the findings of Joughin et al. [2008a] that increase
in seasonal melt is not the main driver of the observed speedup.
Figure 3.14 shows how the relative change in inferred τc (LHS of Eq. 3.6) and the
predicted relative change in height above floatation (RHS of Eq. 3.6) compare along the
centerline. The relative changes in inferred τc are shown for a range of regularization pa-
rameters and ice softnesses. The relative change in height above floatation has a different
qualitative shape, but falls within the envelope of regularization parameters. The choice
of regularization parameter gives a large uncertainty in relative changes in τc, especially in
the terminus area. Above we showed that there is a significant lowering in τc in the first
leg, even when taking into account the uncertainties introduced by the parameter choices
in the inversion. Figure 3.14 on the other hand, shows that these same uncertainties of
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Figure 3.14. Relative change in inferred τc along the centerline for a range of regulariza-
tion parameters (top) and ice softnesses (bottom). The red line shows the change in height
above floatation predicted by the Mohr-Coulomb parameterization used in PISM. a) com-
pares years 1985 and 2006, b) compares the years 2005 and 2006.
the inversion method make it difficult to judge the validity of parameterizations for τc (Eq.
3.5).
To investigate if using a constant-in-time value for the till friction angle φ is reasonable,
we plot the inferred value of τc against the predicted effective pressure for each grid point.
In areas with a constant till friction angle we would expect a linear relationship between
τc and effective pressure (ρgH−pw) with a slope of tan(φ). The overall thinning from 1985
to 2006 should lead to a decrease in effective pressure and a simultaneous decrease in τc.
We expect the same linear relationship for both years, but with a data point cloud shifted
towards lower values of effective pressure for 2006. When taking into account the entire
misfit area, no relationship is apparent (Fig. 3.15), but when we limit the analyzed points
to the areas of fast flow, a linear relationship emerges (Fig. 3.15). The slope of this linear
fit indicates that tan(φ) ≈ 0.02◦ and thus φ ≈ 2◦, which is a very low value of till friction
angle compared to the measured values between 19◦ and 26◦ [Iverson et al., 1998; Kamb,
1991]. The consistent linear relationship in the fast flow area and the shift in data points
to lower values are in agreement with the assumption of a constant tan(φ) in time. The
unphysical value of φ and the lack of relationship between τc and the effective pressure
over larger spatial scales, however, show that a simple parameterization might not ade-
quately represent the actual bed properties under Jakobshavn Isbræ. In this study we use
an approximation to a perfectly plastic sliding law, therefore, τc is only an approximation
to a basal yield stress. We test additional smaller values of q (q = 0.1 and q = 0.001) in Equa-
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observed velocities are greater than the threshold velocity given above the inset plots. A
linear fit is given for both years, the slope is 0.016 (0.019) and the intercept is 1.37× 104
(0.97×104) for 1985 (2006).
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tion 3.1 to see if a closer approximation to a plastic till affects our findings. The actual
value of τc increases by up to 2×105 Pa, but the lowering of τc in the first 7km during the
time of acceleration is a robust result. Comparing τc to effective pressure leads to slightly
higher values of till friction angle (φ∼ 3◦), but these values are still low compared to mea-
sured values mentioned above. The inversion calculates the best fit to observed velocities,
given an SSA forward model and the restrictions from the regularization. If results from
the inversion are used in prognostic forward models that are based on the SSA, it might
be more appropriate to use these inversion values, even if they differed significantly from
actual in situ measurements of till friction angle or basal yield stress (if those were indeed
measurable). In that sense, the goal of an inversion is not always to find the true physical
parameters, but rather those that are consistent with a simplified physical model and the
observations.
3.6 Conclusions
A careful choice of parameters in an inversion is especially important when comparing
basal yield stress distributions independently inferred for different years. To estimate the
influence of the parameter choices, reasonable ranges are explored and we find that the
weakening of basal yield stress over the years close to the terminus area is a real temporal
variation. The observed changes are in agreement with a Mohr-Coulomb parameteriza-
tion of basal yield stress, where the change in effective pressure is the main driver for
the changes in basal yield stress. Despite this broad agreement, the involvement of other
processes cannot be excluded and the sensitivity of the inversion to parameter choices, in
particular the regularization parameter, makes it difficult to evaluate basal yield stress pa-
rameterizations. The spatial distribution of residuals shows that for Jakobshavn Isbræ less
simplified models, improved bed topography and/or a spatially varying ice softness could
potentially improve the inversion results. With the currently available satellite data and
the length of observational record on many other fast changing glacier systems it is possi-
ble to apply these methods to other systems and to further advance our understanding of
the changes at the base of the ice.
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Chapter 4
Residual patterns, resolution and sensitivity of basal yield stress inversions for
Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland 1
Abstract
For glaciers and ice sheets, the basal interface is not directly observable, except for rare
localized access points. Geophysical inverse methods are used to infer parameters at the
basal interface from surface observations of velocity. Such methods can be used to infer
physical parameters from observations, but they can also provide additional information
about potential inadequacies of the forward model used to relate the parameters to the
observations. The observations may contain insufficient information to reject large and
physically unrealistic oscillations in the inferred parameters, and spurious structures can
appear in the solution. Therefore, we must stabilize, or regularize, the solution to find
a preferred model. In an ideal world, where we can perfectly characterize our physical
model, an inverse problem can be regularized so that the difference between modeled and
observed surface velocities reflect the error in observations. However, deficiencies in the
forward model result in additional errors. The velocity residual (modeled minus observed)
and its spatial pattern have the potential to distinguish the main error sources for a given
problem. In this study, we calculate residual patterns from synthetic inversions with dif-
ferent error sources and compare these residual patterns to residual patterns from real
inversions to deduce the error sources for Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland. Synthetic tests
with prescribed checkerboard patterns of basal yield stress with varying length scales are
used to investigate the weighting of the data-model misfit and the ability of the inversion
to resolve details in basal yield stress. We then test real-data inversions for their sensitiv-
ities to prior estimate, forward model parameters, data gaps, and temperature fields. We
find that velocity observation errors are not sufficient to explain the residual patterns of
real-data inversions. Conversely, ice geometry errors and especially errors in model sim-
plifications are capable of reproducing similar patterns and magnitudes. In the upstream
parts of the drainage basin, the resolution strength of inferred basal yield stress is limited,
and the inferred solution depends critically on the initial estimate used in the inversion.
1To be submitted to Journal of Glaciology as Habermann, M., M. Truffer, D. Maxwell, Residual patterns,
resolution and sensitivity of basal yield stress inversions for Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland
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4.1 Introduction
Due to the changing climate, our ability to predict centennial-scale future ice sheet behav-
ior through modeling has received considerable attention. These predictions are benefiting
from an increasing amount of ground-based and remote-sensing observations and improv-
ing capabilities of ice-flow models. Advancements in numerical methods and in comput-
ing power are starting to make full-order stress solutions of ice flow on ice-sheet scales
possible [Alley and Joughin, 2012]. Depending on the scientific questions, different data res-
olutions and model complexities are needed. For many questions, it is unclear whether the
data or the model need improvement, for example, to what extent would a finer grid of
observations or a more complex model improve the ability to answer the question at hand.
Inverse methods are used to infer parameters from observations assuming a numerical
model that describes how the parameters are related to the observations. The process of
solving an inverse problem is often unstable, for example, a small change in observations
can lead to a large change in the reconstructed parameters. This leads to the predicament
that even small errors in observations can lead to unphysical changes in the reconstructed
parameters when the observations are matched too closely. This overfitting can occur be-
cause of errors in the observations, but also because of errors in the physical model used
to describe the physical system, in our case, the ice flow. It is usually possible to stabilize
the inversion by imposing additional constraints that bias the solution, a process that is
generally referred to as regularization [Aster et al., 2005]. When the inversion is properly
regularized, the field of data residuals, ‖dobs−dmod‖, contains information about the er-
ror in the system. Residuals that are much larger than the expected errors in observations
indicate problems in the ice-flow model assumptions, inputs, or geometry that are large
enough to prevent a more accurate representation of observations when only one param-
eter can be adjusted. In this sense, residuals and residual patterns have the potential to
identify sources of errors in a system, and to guide data and modeling campaigns.
Jakobshavn Isbræ, one of the largest outlet glaciers on the west coast of Greenland
has received a lot of attention due to its rapid changes in the beginning of this century
[e.g. Thomas et al., 2003; Podlech and Weidick, 2004; Joughin et al., 2004]. The importance of
the dynamic behavior of outlet glaciers became clear and caused a surge of data campaigns
and modeling efforts, especially for the Jakobshavn Isbræ drainage basin [e.g. Holland et al.,
2008; Joughin et al., 2008; Amundson et al., 2008; Motyka et al., 2010; Joughin et al., 2012].
Nevertheless, Jakobshavn Isbræ remains a challenging glacier to study. The deep trough
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with its steep sides makes it difficult for radar surveys to receive clear bed returns [Bamber
et al., 2013], and this ice geometry also makes it difficult to use simplified models that are
based on shallowness. When inverting for basal conditions, the velocity residuals in the
deep trough are larger than velocity observation errors, and in this study we investigate if
sources of error can be determined with the help of the residual pattern.
In Habermann et al. [2013] basal yield stress inversions of Jakobshavn Isbræ for multiple
years were performed and the changes in the first ∼20km from the terminus were exam-
ined. Here, we extend the area of interest but focus on the velocity residuals and residual
patterns. In a series of synthetic experiments, the velocity residual pattern and magnitude
for surface velocity, ice geometry and modeling errors is examined. These experiments all
concentrate on the terminus region (first∼100km) where the residuals are high in real data
inversions.
Away from the terminus and the deep trough, residual values are small and the resid-
ual patterns suggest that the errors in velocity observations are the main cause for the
mismatch. It is unclear, however, how far upstream basal yield stress can be resolved with
present day ice velocities. To address this question, we switch to drainage-basin-wide
synthetic experiments to investigate the resolution strength with different checkerboard
patterns of synthetic basal yield stress. Finally, real-data inversions are performed over the
entire drainage basin, focusing on the sensitivity to different models and prior estimates.
We discuss self-consistency of ice geometry and model and how this affects inversion re-
sults.
4.2 Methods
The quantitative model, also called ‘forward model’, describes how direct measurements,
here instantaneous surface velocities u, would be predicted from a set of physical parame-
ters, here the basal yield stress τc. The forward model thus contains a chosen simplification
of ice flow, including some physical properties that are assumed to be known: ice softness
B, Glen’s flow law parameter n, density of ice ρice and gravitational acceleration g. Here,
the geometry input fields are part of the forward model: ice thickness H and ice surface
elevation zs are prescribed. Henceforth, we separate these effects and refer to the ice flow
simplification and the physical properties as the ‘model’ and we describe the ice-geometry
input fields separately.
The Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) is a 3-D thermomechanically coupled ice sheet
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model that solves a combination of the Shallow Ice and Shallow Shelf Approximations,
here called the ‘hybrid model’ [Bueler and Brown, 2009]. The Shallow Shelf Approximation
(SSA) [Schoof and Hindmarsh, 2010] considers membrane (longitudinal and lateral) stresses
and allows for sliding, while the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA) considers a local stress-
balance without sliding. In PISM the SSA and SIA are both calculated for each grid point
and the modeled surface velocity is given as the sum. In this manner, the SSA is used
as a ‘sliding law’ and the transition from mostly sliding to non-sliding occurs without
inconsistencies or singularities.
The basal shear stress τb is parametrized through a power law:
τb = τc
‖u‖q−1
uqthreshold
u, (4.1)
where u is the basal sliding velocity, and the threshold velocity uthreshold is set to 100 ma−1.
The purely plastic case is achieved by setting q = 0, whereas q = 1 leads to the common
treatment of basal till as a linearly viscous material. Here, we solve for τc, which has units
of stress and is the basal yield stress if q = 0. Despite setting q = 0.25 for this study, we
call τc the basal yield stress. The chosen values for q and uthreshold used here were found
to provide the best representation of observed ice motion (Bueler, personal communica-
tion, 2012). The main conclusions of this paper remain valid for different choices of q and
uthreshold.
We use the hybrid model in the inversion by first calculating SIA velocities uSIA from
a given geometry and ice softness (the basal yield stress is not needed), and then subtract-
ing uSIA from the observed surface velocities uobs. The inversion is then run with only the
SSA forward model using a target velocity of
utarget = uobs−uSIA. (4.2)
In SSA-only experiments we set utarget = uobs. For both cases the residual is calculated as
‖utarget−umod‖ and the relative residual as
‖utarget−umod‖
||utarget|| , (4.3)
where umod is the modeled surface velocity at the end of the inversion. The hybrid model
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is mainly applied in Sec. 4.4.2 where remote sensing observations are used.
We apply the widely used Tikhonov inversion, which defines a cost functional, I(τc,α),
with an added regularization term:
I(τc,α) = αM2 + N2, (4.4)
M2 =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
‖u(τc)−utarget‖2dΩ (4.5)
N2 =
1
Ω
∫
Ω
‖∇(τc− τpriorc )‖2dΩ (4.6)
where M is the data-model misfit, N is the model norm (regularization term) and α is the
regularization parameter. The misfit area Ω is defined by grounded ice (determined by
hydrostatic equilibrium) and the availability of velocity observations, additionally a 10 km
(∼ 10H) border around the model domain boundary is not contained in the misfit area.
The model norm in Eq. (4.6) is a Sobolov H1 norm, which biases the solution towards
smooth differences to the prior estimate. Different model norms or combinations of model
norms are possible as outlined in Habermann et al. [2013]. The L-curve method is applied to
find the appropriate value for α: the data-model misfit is plotted against the model norm,
this curve typically has an L-shape and the regularization parameter value corresponding
to the “corner” of the curve is chosen. The rationale behind this choice of regularization
parameter is that past this corner even a small improvement in the data-model misfit can
only be achieved through a large increase in the model norm (e.g. the roughness of the
solution).
In the first part of this study, synthetic experiments are performed where a given basal
yield stress, τsynthc , is used in a forward model to produce a surface velocity, usynth. Different
versions of the forward model are used here, with different model simplifications, physical
properties or geometry input fields. The synthetic surface velocity is then applied as utarget
in an inversion, either as is, or with added noise. All synthetic experiments then invert for
τc given utarget with the ice geometry given by bed topography from Plummer et al. [2008]
and a 2006 surface DEM. This 2006 DEM is produced with a 2007 DEM [Motyka et al., 2010]
and annual elevation-difference maps from Joughin et al. [2012] for ∼ 100km around the
terminus. In the remainder of the drainage basin we used the Bamber et al. [2001] DEM
(for details see Habermann et al. [2013]). The prior estimate for the basal yield stress is
set to τpriorc = 1.4× 105 Pa, the H1 norm is used as the model norm N, the Glen’s flow law
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parameter is set to n = 3, the ice softness is set to A = 2.5×10−24 Pa−3s−1 and the SSA is used
as a forward model (see Habermann et al. [2013] for a justification of these choices). We call
this setup the ‘reference’ inversion, with reference ice geometry and physical properties.
4.2.1 Data
For the inversions in Section 4.3.1 and 4.4, where our analysis is limited to the terminus
area, we use NASA’s Making Earth System Data Records for Use in Research Environ-
ments (MEaSUREs) velocity map for the winter 2006-2007 [Joughin et al., 2010]. In later
inversions of the entire drainage basin we prefer a more complete data set of surface ve-
locities and therefore, we use an average of winter velocities for 2000, 2006-2009 [Joughin
et al., 2010]. The reference inversion is performed with the bed topography given by
Plummer et al. [2008]. In section 4.3.1 we use a newer bed topography data set (Gogi-
neni, Prasad. (2012), CReSIS Radar Depth Sounder Data, Lawrence, Kansas, USA. Digital
Media. http://data.cresis.ku.edu/) to simulate errors in bed topography.
4.3 Experiments
In section 4.3.1 velocity residuals are investigated and we use a model domain limited to
the terminus area of Jakobshavn Isbræ. Experiments on this limited model domain are
performed on a uniform 500 by 500m grid. In later sections the entire drainage basin is
used, as determined from the surface topography and an assumption of downhill ice flow.
We expand the drainage basin to make it a rectangular domain that contains it entirely, and
solutions are found on this simpler domain. Inversions on this larger rectangular domain
are performed on a uniform 1 by 1km grid. For the limited model domain we assume
a constant ice softness; for the entire domain we tested constant ice softnesses as well as
ice softness fields derived from spin-ups. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 contain summaries of the
experiments that we performed.
4.3.1 Velocity Residual Pattern
In Habermann et al. [2013] we show that even though the residuals in the trough close to
the terminus are high, the relative residuals in the area of interest when studying the rapid
changes close to the terminus are small. When we restrict ourselves to the 2006 inversion,
but extend our field of view and plot the residuals on a log scale, distinct patterns in resid-
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ual become visible (Fig. 4.1). With the following set of experiments we want to investigate
which of the possible sources of error is most likely causing these residual patterns.
Different utarget are produced by means of adding noise to the synthetic velocities, by
using different input parameters to produce the synthetic velocities, and by using different
forward models (Table 4.1). For all experiments in this section τsynthc is set to the τmodc in
Figure 4.1. The different utarget are then used in a reference inversion and the resulting τmodc
and velocity residuals are investigated.
τmodc
104 105
Pa
Residual
100 101 102 103
m/a
Relative 
Residual
0 50
%
0
20
40
km
||uobs ||
100 101 102 103 104
m/a
Figure 4.1. Real-data inversion and residual pattern for the 2006 surface velocities. The
columns show modeled basal yield stress, residual (||uobs − umod||), relative residual
(||uobs−umod||/‖uobs‖) and observed velocities.
Surface velocity errors
First, the influence of noise in the surface velocity observations is examined. For all four
experiments in this category the reference ice geometry and model are used to produce
usynth, then different types of noise are added (Table 4.1). Experiment 1 is performed with-
out added noise for comparison. Experiment 2 adds a Gaussian distribution for random
uncorrelated surface velocity errors with standard deviation of 5ma−1. Experiment 3 uses
a Gaussian distribution of surface velocity errors that is scaled with the magnitude of the
surface velocities (usynth). Experiment 4 adds a Gaussian distribution of surface velocity er-
rors scaled and smoothed with a 1 km Gaussian kernel to approximate the stated observed
velocity error.
Figure 4.2 shows results for all four experiments. Experiments 2 and 3 reproduce τsynthc
very well, with larger discrepancies in the trough close to the terminus for experiment 3
and in the slow flow areas for experiment 2. When mimicking the velocity errors given
in the observations (exp. 4) the relative difference between τmodc and τ
synth
c increases even
though the residual patterns suggests a better fit than in experiment 2. The residual pat-
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Figure 4.2. Synthetic inversions with errors in observations. The columns show the relative
τc difference ((||τsynthc − τmodc ||)/τsynthc ), the residual (||utarget−umod||), the relative residual
(||utarget−umod||/||utarget||), and the added velocity error (||utarget|| − ||usynth||). The rows
show the different experiments: 1) inversion without added error (for comparison), 2)
Gaussian noise of rms 5m/a added, 3) Gaussian noise scaled to velocity, and 4) noise ac-
cording to the error values given in the observation file.
tern mirrors the pattern of added velocity error in all three experiments. The area of high
relative residual (white area) on rock-terminating ice on either side of the Jakobshavn Is-
bræ terminus for experiments 2 and 4 suggests that high relative velocity errors in these
slow flowing areas largely affect the ability to match the target velocities.
The four experiments discussed here reach very low data-model misfit values. This can
be seen in the L-curves (Fig. 4.5), which show the misfit as a function of the regularizing
model norm. The asymptotic value of the L-curve indicates how well observations can
be fit. We conclude that realistic amounts of surface velocity errors can only account for
a small amount of the data-model misfit that is observed in real-data inversions. Because
the usynth is known in these synthetic experiments, the data-model misfit can be calculated
directly; for experiment 2 this value is shown in the inset of Figure 4.5.
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Ice geometry errors
As a second step, we investigate the influence of errors in the surface elevation and the
bed topography. In experiment 5, we add a Gaussian distribution of uncorrelated ran-
dom noise with standard deviation of 5m to the surface elevation before calculating the
synthetic surface velocities. In experiment 6 the CReSIS bed elevation is used. The dif-
ferences between the reference fields (surface elevation and bed topography) and the syn-
thetic fields are shown in the far-right column of Figure 4.3. As for all other synthetic
experiments, the reference inversion (model and input fields) is then used to find τmodc .
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Figure 4.3. Synthetic inversions with errors in ice geometry. The columns show the rela-
tive τc difference (||τsynthc −τmodc ||/τsynthc ), the residual (||utarget−umod||), the relative residual
(||utarget−umod||/||utarget||), and the added geometry error in ice surface elevation/bed to-
pography for experiments 5/6. The rows show results for experiments 5) added error in
ice surface elevation (Gaussian distribution of uncorrelated random noise with standard
deviation of 5m), 6) added error in bed topography by using newer CReSIS topography
for forward model, then Plummer topography for the inversion.
Figure 4.3 shows the results for these two experiments. The residual fields show higher
residuals in the areas close to the terminus, suggesting that ice geometry errors lead to
larger residuals in the fast-flow areas compared to slow flow areas. The large topogra-
phy errors in the upstream area (bottom right corner of residual plot in Fig. 4.3) are also
reflected in the residual field. The modeled basal yield stress fields for both experiments
show large deviations from the synthetic value because they compensate for the errors in
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geometries. It is surprising how similar the deviations from τsynthc are for experiments 5
and 6 despite the vastly different errors that are introduced in the geometries. A common
pattern is that τmodc is lowered in the deep trough. In area close to the terminus, where the
ice stream has a bend, the modeled basal yield stress switches from being higher and lower
than τsynthc in an attempt to match the observed velocities despite the wrong ice geometry.
Figure 4.5 shows L-curves for experiments 5 and 6 with sharp corners. This shape
is in contrast to the shape of the L-curve for the real-data inversion, and suggests that
errors in ice geometry alone cannot recreate the shape of the real-data L-curve. The surface
elevation errors lead to similarly low data-model misfit values (∼6ma−1) as experiments
2 – 4, whereas the experiment with topography errors leads to data-model misfit values
around 30ma−1. For both ice geometry error experiments the L-curves begin at high data-
model misfits and descend rapidly, creating sharp corners that make it easy to choose the
regularization parameter, nonetheless even with the large errors in topography the data-
model misfit is still lower than in the real-data inversion.
Model errors
Lastly, errors in the ice-flow model are investigated. In experiment 7 Glen’s flow law pa-
rameter is set to n = 2.5 and the constant ice softness is adjusted to A = 1.7×10−21 Pa−3 s−1
according to Funk et al. [1994]. For experiment 8 the synthetic surface velocities are pro-
duced with the reference ice geometry and model, but uSIA is added before the inversion.
Again, the inversion itself is then performed with the reference values (SSA-only, n = 3 and
A = 2.5×10−24 Pa−3 s−1).
Figure 4.4 shows that errors in the model can strongly affect the ability to match the
target velocities. The residuals are high and widespread and the patterns in experiment 7
resemble the residuals in real-data inversions. Despite the large deviations of basal yield
stress from the target values, the target velocities cannot be matched well. Experiment 8
displays the typical wave-like patterns that arise from the uSIA calculation. This pattern is
visible in the residual as well as in the difference uref−utarget and will be discussed in the
next section. Note that the wave-like pattern in residual in Experiment 8 is not visible in
the real-data inversion.
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Figure 4.4. Synthetic inversions with errors in ice flow model. The columns show the
relative τc difference (||τsynthc − τmodc ||/||τsynthc ||), the residual (||utarget−umod||), the relative
residual (||utarget−umod||/||utarget||), and the difference between ||utarget|| used in the inver-
sion and ||uref||which is the velocity resulting from the reference forward model. The rows
show results for experiments 7): the utarget are produced with a Glen’s flow law constant
set to n = 2.5 and the ice softness set accordingly to A = 1×10−21 Pa−3s−1, 8): the utarget are
produced by adding SIA velocities to usynth
Discussion of residual pattern experiments
Experiment 8 displays a distinct wave-like pattern in residuals. This wave-like pattern is a
result of wave-like SIA velocity fields that cannot be achieved with the SSA-only inversion.
The wave-like features most likely represent the mismatch between bed topography and
surface elevations. If both of these fields would be perfect, the SIA would produce a wrong
surface velocity field (because the SIA is not necessarily a good model simplification), but
this velocity field would not display such a distinct wave-like pattern. When running the
hybrid model forward in time and allowing the surface to evolve, these wave-like patterns
in SIA velocities smooth out. This in turn, reduces the wave-like patterns in the residual
fields when using the evolved surface instead of the measured surface elevations in the
inversion (see Section 4.4.2).
Investigating the residual patterns, we see that the residual pattern of the bed topog-
raphy experiment (Exp. 6) has high values in the fast-flowing terminus region, but the
widespread 50 – 100ma−1 residuals seen in the real-data inversion are not present. The
difference between the two bed topography fields is largest in the deep trough, which is
the area where actual uncertainties in bed topography are expected to be large because of
the difficult bed return recovery. In this sense, our experiment represents a realistic as-
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sumption about bed topography uncertainties and we expect similar residual patterns for
actual uncertainties in bed topography. The model error experiment (Exp. 7) is the only
one with the characteristic widespread pattern of 50 – 100ma−1 residuals, but the residuals
in the deep trough are not as high as in the real-data inversion.
Figure 4.5 shows that only with the hybrid model experiment are we able to reach the
high data-model misfit values displayed in the real-data inversions. The residual patterns
on the other hand, show that the high residuals in the hybrid model experiment are due to
the addition of unrealistic SIA velocities. The wide-spread high residual pattern of experi-
ment 7 is very similar to the real-data inversion, but the L-curve shows that the data-model
misfit over the entire misfit area is still too low. Adding the residuals from the bed topog-
raphy experiment (Exp. 6) would lead to a data-model misfit value that is closer to the
real-data inversion. The flat shape of the L-curve occurs for both model error experiments.
This makes it difficult to find a clear corner, which introduces additional uncertainties
into the inversion results. But this is also the case for real-data inversions, so we are able
to reproduce the residual patterns and the shape of the L-curve of the real-data inversion.
The synthetic experiments might suggest that the real-data inversions could be im-
proved by using the newer CReSIS bed topography, or a model that uses a Glen’s flow law
parameter of n = 2.5 with an adjusted ice softness, which has been suggested to be a better
choice for the Jakobshavn Isbræ [Funk et al., 1994]. Inspection of the L-curves for these
inversions shows that the CReSIS topography actually increases the data-model misfit and
that the improvement when using n = 2.5 is negligible (Fig. 4.6). The residual patterns
for these inversions (not shown) are almost indistinguishable from the pattern in Figure
4.1. The hybrid model applied to the real-data inversion leads to higher data-model misfit
values than the reference inversion. We conclude that even with the newest bed topogra-
phy and an adjusted Glen’s flow law parameter, the residual patterns are not significantly
improved. Therefore, we conclude that even further improvements in bed topography
data and/or more complex models are necessary for an improved data-model misfit in the
terminus region.
4.4 Weighted misfit function
In the experiments discussed above, all points within the misfit area have been equally
weighted, regardless of the magnitude of velocity or the expected error at that point. It
has been suggested by Morlighem et al. [2010] that such unweighted cost functions work
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Figure 4.5. L-curves for all velocity residual pattern experiments. The bold dots mark the
inversions that are shown in the map-view figures above for each experiment. The blue
line in the inset shows the calculated data-model misfit for experiment 2.
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Table 4.1. Summary of synthetic residual pattern experiments. ‘Ref.’ refers to the reference
inversion: geometry given by bed topography from Plummer et al. [2008] and the 2006
surface DEM described in Habermann et al. [2013]. The Glen’s flow law parameter is set to
n = 3, the ice softness is set to A = 2.5×10−24 Pa−3s−1 and the SSA as a forward model.
Bed Surface Model Velocity utarget
Elevation Elevation Noise
1) Ref. Ref. Ref. None usynth
2) Ref. Ref. Ref. Gaussian usynth + unoise
3) Ref. Ref. Ref. Rel. Noise usynth + unoise
4) Ref. Ref. Ref. Obs. Noise usynth + unoise
5) Ref. Gaussian Ref. None usyntsurf
6) CReSIS Ref. Ref. None usyntbed
7) Ref. Ref. n = 2.5,
A = 1.7×
10−21 Pa−3s−1
None usyntn=2.5
8) Ref. Ref. Hybrid Model None usynth + uSIA
better in fast-flow areas because the gradients of the misfit functional are larger where
||utarget−umod|| is high, which occurs in regions of fast flow. According to this, a misfit
functional that weights the slow flow areas stronger would lead to improved resolution of
basal yield stress there. Here, we test the resolution strength of weighted and unweighted
misfit functionals.
Checkerboard pattern experiments were performed on the limited domain close to the
terminus. The first inversion is performed with a constant weighting in the misfit func-
tional. The second one excludes all points with speeds above 600ma−1 from the misfit
area (giving them zero weight). Figure 4.7 shows that this reduced weight of the misfit
function only affects the fast-flow areas. The slow-flow areas on the other hand do not im-
prove their resolution of the checkerboard pattern despite the increase in relative weight.
There are no visible differences in the velocity fields of the slow-flow areas generated with
or without the checkerboard pattern in basal yield stress. The ice flow in these areas is too
slow to be affected by the changes in basal yield stress [Gudmundsson, 2003], therefore the
inversion is not able to resolve the basal yield stress here.
We conclude that the limited transfer of changes in basal conditions to the surface is
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Figure 4.7. Influence of a simple weighted misfit functional on the resolution strength
of a synthetic checkerboard pattern of basal yield stress. The columns show the differ-
ence between the true basal yield stress and the recovered basal yield stress (white ar-
eas indicate perfect recovery), velocity residuals (||utarget − umod||), the relative residual
(||utarget−umod||/||utarget||), and the weighting of the misfit function. For the top row the
entire misfit area is weighted equally, for the bottom row the areas where ice flow is above
600ma−1 is given zero weight. Checkerboard amplitude is 5×104 Pa and the wavelength
is 20 km.
the main reason for the lack of resolution in slow-flow areas. Even a more sophisticated
logarithmic misfit functional as used in [Morlighem et al., 2010] would not improve the
inversion results for the case of Jakobshavn Isbræ. Therefore, in this study we weight all
points within the misfit area equally.
4.4.1 Resolution of basal yield stress in entire drainage basin
Useful estimates of basal yield stress for prognostic ice-sheet or drainage basin wide mod-
els need to cover the entire area that is modeled. The Shallow Shelf Approximation is
applicable to fast flowing ice streams but not for the slower flowing areas in the interior of
the ice sheet. Here we investigate the resolution strength of SSA inversions for the entire
drainage basin of Jakobshavn Isbræ.
Figure 4.9 shows that the larger the amplitude of the variation the higher upstream it
will be resolved. Amplitudes in the order of 1× 103 Pa (not shown) cannot be resolved
with a 5m/a Gaussian noise.
We performed several synthetic tests on the entire domain. A checkerboard pattern of
basal yield stress is produced by taking τmodc from Figure 4.1 and overlaying it with lateral
and longitudinal variations of basal yield stress with a certain amplitude and wavelength.
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Figure 4.8. Resolution of checkerboard patterns of different wavelengths. The amplitude
of the basal yield stress checkerboard pattern is 1×104 Pa for all rows. White areas in the
first column signify a good resolution of the checkerboard pattern.
In cases where the amplitude of the checkerboard pattern would cause negative values of
basal yield stress, τc is set to zero. This checkerboard pattern is used in a SSA forward
model to get usynth, a small amount of uncorrelated Gaussian noise (standard deviation of
5m/a) is added and the resulting utarget is used in the inversion. Checkerboard patterns
of different wavelengths and amplitudes for τc are produced. The prior estimate of basal
yield stress was set to τpriorc = 1×105 Pa for all inversions in this section. Figure 4.8 shows
that even variations of 60km wavelength (∼ 60 times the ice thickness in the channel) can
only be resolved in the downstream half of the domain.
The improved resolution strength for faster flowing ice is in agreement with Gudmunds-
son [2003], who found that the transfer of basal topography and basal yield stress to the
surface is highly dependent on the amount of motion at the base. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show
that the checkerboard pattern is transferred to the surface (visible in utarget) mainly for the
fast-flow areas. An expression of the checkerboard pattern in utarget is only visible for the
large amplitudes and wavelengths. And even in these extreme cases, the checkerboard
pattern is not entirely recovered in τmodc . The experiments performed in this section are
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Figure 4.9. Resolution of checkerboard patterns of different amplitudes. The wavelength
of the basal yield stress checkerboard pattern is 40km for all rows. White areas in the first
column signify a good resolution of the checkerboard pattern.
a best case scenario, where the only source of uncertainty is introduced as noise in the sur-
face velocity and the SSA is assumed to be valid for the entire drainage basin. Additional
sources of error such as model or input parameter will most likely decrease the resolution
strength further.
4.4.2 Initial conditions for Jakobshavn Isbræ
The limitations in resolution strength outlined in the last section exacerbate the problem
that different solutions for the basal yield stress of the entire drainage basin are possible.
The influences of prior estimate, ice softness, hybrid model, ice geometry and gaps in data
coverage are investigated with the experiments listed in Table 4.2 and results are shown
in Figure 4.10. For all inversions the H1 model norm is used in the regularization term
and the regularization parameter is found with the L-curve method. The goal is to show
sensitivities of the basal yield stress solutions and to suggest a basal yield stress field that
should be used for prognostic model runs with the hybrid model of PISM. Therefore, most
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inversions in this section are performed with the hybrid model.
Inversions 1 and 2 illustrate a high and low prior estimate, respectively. The low-
resolution, slow-flow area is most affected; for the high prior estimate the basal shear
stress is already strong enough to lead to ice velocities that are in good agreement with
the observations. The low prior estimate, on the other hand, causes higher ice velocities
than observed and therefore, the basal shear stress is corrected upwards until a satisfac-
tory match with observations is achieved. In this manner, choosing a low prior estimate
will give a lower limit on the necessary basal shear stress to reproduce observed surface
velocities.
Inversion 3 was performed with a spatially-varying ice temperature field from a constant-
climate spin-up performed with PISM as outlined in Aschwanden et al. [2013]. The general
pattern of basal yield stress is similar to the constant ice softness experiment (Inversion 2),
but the slow-flow area shows lower residuals compared to inversion 2. The constant ice
softness used in inversion 2 was chosen to achieve an optimal fit in the terminus region, re-
sulting in relatively soft ice. The ice softness from the spin-up on the other hand indicates
harder ice in the slow-flow areas. Therefore the ice velocities match the observations better
even without introducing a stiff bed. In the fast-flow area the basal yield stress patterns are
very similar and differences are only visible north of Jakobshavn Isbræ. This justifies the
choice of a constant ice softness for the area close to the terminus. However, for drainage-
basin-wide inversions the changes in ice softness further upstream become important and
improve the residuals greatly.
Inversion 4 matches observed surface velocities with velocities derived by the SSA only.
The largest differences in modeled basal yield stress compared to the previous inversions
occur in areas of slow-flow (low-resolution) and north of Jakobshavn Isbræ. The velocity
residuals are lower than for the hybrid case and the residual patterns lack the wave-like
features of the hybrid inversion.
Prognostic model runs need initial and boundary conditions for the entire model do-
main and spin-ups are used to produce a realistic and consistent temperature field within
the ice. In the spin-up, the surface elevation of the ice is allowed to evolve and the surface
at the end of the spin-up is also used as the initial state for prognostic runs. This surface
elevation with the accompanying temperature field is used for Inversion 5. Despite the use
of the hybrid model in the inversion, the residuals do not display the wave-like features
as seen in Inversions 1, 2 and 3. Using the hybrid model in the spin-up causes the surface
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to smooth out and the high driving stresses caused by the mismatch between surface el-
evation and bed topography are not present anymore. The hybrid inversion reduces the
velocity residual when used with the ice geometry and temperature from a spin-up: only
the fast flow areas close to the termini still show large residuals. Note that the smaller
outlet glaciers north of Jakobshavn Isbræ show the largest improvement in residual and
a more realistic basal yield stress field compared to inversions with the observed ice sur-
face elevation. In these outlet glaciers the bed topography data is not as detailed as in
Jakobshavn Isbræ and an evolved ice surface can compensate for these errors.
Inversion 6 uses the same ice geometry as Inversion 5. Additionally, τpriorc is set to
the basal yield stress from the spin-up. In PISM, the basal yield stress is defined as the
product between the tangent of a till friction angle and the effective pressure. The latter
is calculated while the till friction angle has to be set heuristically. Here we follow the
current implementation in PISM and define a linear relationship between the till friction
angle and the bed elevation, assuming that lower till will be weak due to the existence of
marine sediments. This definition results in a spatially varying τc that mirrors much of the
small-scale structure found in the bed topography data, especially close to the terminus
where radar efforts have led to a relatively detailed bed topography. The inferred τmodc
shown in Figure 4.10 contains these small scale structures because they do not affect the
modeled velocities enough to be corrected. The difference between modeled and prior τc
shows that a lowering of the basal yield stress is introduced in order to match the observed
velocities. The residual field shows that a good match to observed velocities is easier when
using a spatially constant value for τpriorc as done in Inversion 5.
Data gaps
The influence of data gaps is investigated by excluding an area with missing data points
from the misfit area. The misfit functional does not take into account grid points where
data is missing, but the basal yield stress can still be corrected in these areas. Inversion 7
in Figure 4.11 shows that large data gaps greatly influence the inferred basal yield stress
and the data-model misfit is large. Smaller data gaps and those trending across the flow
direction do not influence the inferred basal yield stress as strongly. Data gaps do not
constrain the inverse method used here, but the basal yield stress solution for large areas
with missing data will be strongly dependent on the prior estimate of basal yield stress.
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Figure 4.10. Sensitivity of real-data τc inversion to various choices. Real-data, drainage-
basin wide τc inversions for 1) high τ
prior
c , 2) low τ
prior
c , 3) temperature field from spin-up,
4) SSA only forward model, 5) temperature field and ice geometry from spin-up, 6) τpriorc
is set to the τc of the spin-up. The inversions are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Sensitivity of real-data τc inversion to various choices. Summary of real-data,
drainage-basin wide τc inversions shown in Figure 4.10. For all inversions the averaged
velocity described in Sec. 4.2.1, the H1 model norm, and a regularization parameter found
with the L-curve method is used. ‘Ref.’ refers to the reference inversion described in
Section 4.2.
Model Ice Geometry Ice Softness A τpriorc Comment
×10−24
Pa−3s−1
×105 Pa
1) Hybrid Ref. 2.5 3 No
adjustment of
τc upstream
2) Hybrid Ref. 2.5 0.5 Better
adjustment of
τc upstream,
but still high
residuals
upstream
3) Hybrid Ref. Spun-up 0.5 Improved
residual
upstream, but
wave-like
features
remain
4) SSA Ref. 2.5 0.5 Wave-like
residual
structure
disappears,
but SSA not
realistic
upstream
5) Hybrid Spun-up Spun-up 0.5 Wave-like
residual
structure
disappears
6) Hybrid Spun-up Spun-up τc used in
spin-up
Small-scale
structure is
not corrected
100
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Figure 4.11. Real-data, drainage-basin wide τc inversions with data gaps (blacked out areas
shown in right column) from the 2006 data set. Forward model, including ice geometry
same as in experiment 4 (see Tab. 4.2)
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Synthetic experiments suggest that errors in surface velocity observations are not sufficient
to explain the high residuals close to the terminus in real data inversions. Errors in ice
geometry lead to residual patterns that match the real data inversion better, but only errors
in the model are able to reproduce high residuals with similar patterns. This could indicate
the need for higher order models in areas close to the terminus of Jakobshavn Isbræ. On
the other hand, our residuals and relative residuals are comparable to the ones obtained
by a full Greenland inversion with a Stokes model performed by Gillet-Chaulet et al. [2012].
In their study the regularization parameter was chosen for the entire ice-sheet, not just for
the drainage basin of Jakobshavn Isbræ as done in our study. Only a direct comparison of
residuals from identical inversions could show how important the model simplifications
are compared to the uncertainties in ice geometry.
Checkerboard tests over the entire drainage basin show that for smaller amplitude
and wavelength of perturbations the area where basal yield stress can be resolved is con-
strained to the fast flow areas close to the termini. This effect is also apparent in the real
data inversions for the entire drainage area: the basal yield stress solution is highly de-
pendent on the prior estimate in areas of low resolution strength. Where the ice is frozen
to the bed or basal motion is negligible, the observed surface velocities only contain infor-
mation about the ice deformation and not the basal motion. Only when ice flow in these
areas increases such that there is basal motion would we be able to make inferences about
the properties at the base. These limitations in resolution lead to a high sensitivity of the
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inversion results to the initial estimate of basal yield stress. A low constant value for τpriorc
is suggested because this will at least resolve a lower bound in areas where the ice is frozen
to the bed. A high τpriorc on the other hand, will not be adjusted to give an upper bound in
these areas because any high value of τc will already produce non-sliding conditions at the
base.
The real-data inversions with the hybrid model display a small-scale wavy structure,
especially visible in inversions 1 and 2. The higher residual points are caused by steep
surface slopes which lead to higher driving stresses for the calculation of the SIA compo-
nent of the velocity. In many places the calculated SIA velocities are indeed larger than
the observed velocities leading to utarget velocities that point in the opposite direction of
the observed velocities. Therefore, the inversion algorithm is trying to match unrealistic
velocity fields and is unable to achieve this, as seen in the large residuals. When using
inversions to improve the initial boundary conditions at the base of the ice it is reasonable
to perform the inversion with an ice geometry and temperature field from a spin-up; in
this way a self-consistent model setup is achieved. It is also possible to use the basal yield
stress at the end of the spin-up as the initial estimate in the inversion (Inv 6); so that only
areas where the velocity fields require a correction in τc will be adjusted. In this way incon-
sistencies with the temperature field can be minimized, on the other hand, a lot of small
scale features are introduced with this type of initial estimate. As shown in Habermann et al.
[2013] such small scale features in the prior estimate of basal yield stress will be preserved,
especially when using a H1 model norm.
When using inversion algorithms it is important to define the questions and goals
clearly. For realistic prognostic models of surface velocities the main goal might be to
achieve a setup that is self-consistent while matching observations as closely as possible.
For other studies it might be more important to model the actual in situ basal yield stress as
closely as possible. Different situations will make different modeling choices necessary. In
all cases it is important to remember the limitations of inverse results and that the result-
ing basal yield stress will incorporate other model errors, such as an incorrect temperature
field.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Geophysical inverse methods are used to infer physical parameters from direct observa-
tions. It is crucial to avoid using these methods as a ‘black box’ with one ‘correct answer’.
The regularization of the problem and the inherent uncertainties are important for a proper
interpretation of the solution. We show that iterative inverse methods can be used success-
fully if an appropriate stopping criterion is used as a means of regularization. We illustrate
the effect of observation errors on the solution and emphasize the danger of overfitting. We
also introduce a new rapidly converging iterative inverse method called the Incomplete
Gauss Newton method, which is intrinsically tied to an appropriate stopping criterion.
We show that the commonly used steepest descent method has a slow convergence rate,
which fortuitously prevents overfitting. On the other hand it also inhibits us from reaching
full resolution in the basal yield stress, and increases the dependence on initial estimates.
A careful application of inverse methods to the rapid changes of the terminus region of
Jakobshavn Isbræ reveals a decrease in basal yield stress as the glacier increased its surface
speed by a factor of two or more. This decreased basal yield stress in the deep trough close
to the terminus is a robust signal even when taking into account the uncertainties in the
inversion. The observed changes are in agreement with a Mohr-Coulomb parameteriza-
tion of basal yield stress, where the change in effective pressure is the main driver for the
changes in basal yield stress. This result supports previous findings of an ocean and termi-
nus driven system. Additionally, this practical application of inverse methods shows that
conclusions can be drawn from inversion results despite the large uncertainties associated
with the method.
It also becomes apparent that model surface velocities cannot be fit to surface velocity
observations within the error of observations. This indicates that other errors play a critical
role. We find that, in the case of Jakobshavn Isbræ, the errors in observed and interpolated
ice geometry and model simplifications influence the ability to reproduce observed veloc-
ity fields more than the error in observed velocity does. This indicates that further progress
must come from model improvements and improved capabilities to measure bedrock ge-
ometry, or to include bedrock geometry refinement in the inverse method.
This research shows that, when applied properly, inverse methods are very powerful
and can deliver information about difficult-to-measure parameters as well as the physical
model used to describe the system. With today’s wealth of large-scale satellite data we
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can take full advantage of these methods. Data-assimilation methods, where the newest
observations are used in inversions to constantly improve the initial and boundary con-
ditions, are increasingly important when predicting future changes in ice-sheets. Hazard
mitigation and policy making are depending on accurate predictions of the near future
(∼50 years), and inverse methods can supply the necessary initial and boundary condi-
tions to make such short-term forecasts possible. Ideally, all available measurements (e.g.
ice velocity, ice temperature from boreholes, ice surface elevation) would be included in
an inverse problem where all unknown parameters are solved for simultaneously. This
research also shows that, inverse methods can show where the largest uncertainties in the
current understanding lie and can guide data collection and direct model development.
